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Abstract
This thesis investigates robust and fast methods for single and cooperative 2D/3D
image mosaicing to enhance field of view of images by joining them together.
Image mosaicing is underlined by the process of image registration and a significant
portion of the contributions of this work are dedicated to it.
Image features are identified as a solution to the problem of image registration that
uses feature-to-feature matching between images to solve for inter-image transfor-
mations. We have developed a novel two signature distribution based feature de-
scriptor that combines grey level gradients and a colour histogram. This descriptor
is robust to illumination changes and shows better matching accuracy compared
to state of the art. Furthermore, we introduce a feature clustering technique that
uses colour codes assigned to each feature to group them together. This allows
fast and accurate feature matching as the search space is reduced.
Taking into account feature location uncertainty we have introduced a novel in-
formation fusion technique to reduce this error by covariance intersection. This
reduced error location is consequently fed to an H∞ filter taking into account
system uncertainty for parameter estimation. We show that this technique out-
performs costly nonlinear optimisation techniques. We have also developed a novel
coupled filtering scheme based onH∞ filtering that estimates inter-image geometric
and photometric transformations simultaneously. This is shown to perform bet-
ter than standard least square techniques. Furthermore, we have introduced time
varying parameter estimation using recursive techniques that facilitate in tracking
changing parameters of inter-image transformations, suitable for image mosaicing
between moving platforms.
A method for rapid 3D scene reconstruction is developed that uses homographic
lines between images for semi-dense pixel matching. Triangular meshes are then
used for a complete visualisation of the scene and to fill in the gaps. To tackle
cooperative mosaicing scenarios, additional methods are presented that include
descriptor compression using principal components and 3D scene merging using
the trifocal tensor.
Capabilities of the proposed techniques are illustrated with real world images.
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This thesis explores 2D and 3D image mosaicing in context of single and cooper-
ating autonomous ground vehicles. Mosaics enhance limited views of individual
images by joining them together for greater scene information. Applications of 2D
and 3D mosaics include surveillance in and outside of military contexts, environ-
mental modelling and a relatively new application called 3D photo tourism. The
aim of this work is to develop rapid, robust and automated techniques for accurate
2D and 3D image mosaicing in the presence of feature location uncertainty and in
the context of cooperating views and platforms.
The process of mosaicing is underpinned by image registration. This includes
model estimation from feature-to-feature mapping. A significant portion of the
thesis is dedicated to this problem and novel techniques based on colour and the
recursive H∞ filter are proposed for robust and fast estimation. Rapid scene recon-
struction in projective 3D space is also tackled in a cooperative and non-cooperative
scenario.
A key point in the thesis is the assumption of a completely uncalibrated camera
unless stated otherwise. No prior knowledge of the camera parameters, its motion,
optics or photometric characteristics is assumed. The capabilities of the techniques
are illustrated with many real world image examples.
Five published and/or accepted publications are derived from this thesis and more
are under way exploring latest developments from Chapter 5 and 6.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Images acquired from a mobile autonomous system represent an eﬃcient way to
conduct environmental surveillance. This is true for both military and civilian
applications, since they provide an end user with useful information of the envi-
ronment from which important decisions, like target classification, can be made.
However, the information content of these images is limited and susceptible to
noise. Soda straw field of views (FOV), similar to looking through a straw, and
disorienting rotations are a common problem. Collectively, these limitations make
it a demanding task for a user to correctly identify objects of interest in an image.
Over the years, many techniques have been proposed to overcome this problem
and enhance image detail [1].
Inherent FOV restrictions are always an underlying issue. A partial solution is to
use a fish eye lens, which although capable of capturing larger scenes, is subject to
substantial distortions, as shown in Figure 1.1. An alternative solution is to use
image mosaicing. Mosaicing is a construction of a larger scene with a number of
smaller images. It helps to overcome issues of limited and corrupted information
within an image. As an example, consider Figure 1.2. It shows two overlapping
images of an outdoor scene containing an aircraft. Separately they give a limited
sense of the entire scene. However, by mosaicing the two together, we extend the
FOV and get an enlarged view of the environment, shown in Figure 1.3. Now
spotting an approaching threat to the aircraft from the left hand side is easier.
Extending the context of surveillance, we can use image mosaics to overcome the
issues of limited FOVs and provide the end user with a larger view of the environ-
ment making it easier to spot objects of interest. A single platform can achieve
this objective with a certain level of eﬃciency and reliability, but its capabilities
are still limited. However, a number of such platforms operating in cooperation
can greatly increase mission success and allow for more complex missions to be
undertaken.
Historically, image mosaics were used to construct maps as shown in Figure 1.4.
Then images were manually aligned to fit together (the seam where the images
1.1. Background 3
Figure 1.1: View of Canary Wharf, London taken from a fish eye camera [2].
The distortions are obvious, making it diﬃcult for an automated system to detect
and classify objects.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Overlapping images from diﬀerent two view points.
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mosaic image
Figure 1.3: Image mosaic of Figure 1.2(a) and 1.2(b). Notice the extended
field of view.
meet is quite visible). However, thanks to the emergence of modern computing
this task can now be automated, though finding accurate transformations between
images is still a diﬃcult task. Issues of relating images that include finding accurate
correspondences between images, data outliers, occlusion, illumination changes and
measurement error of control points make it a complex problem to solve.
1.1.1 Research Statement
In light of this background we set the research theme for this thesis as
to develop robust and fast 2D and 3D image mosaicing techniques to enhance
overall image information content in the presence of measurement error of
control points and variation in illumination between images. Furthermore, to
show applicability of these techniques to cooperating platforms.
1.2. Related Work 5
Figure 1.4: Map manually aligned together. Notice the visible seams.
1.2 Related Work
In this section, we include literature relevant to image registration, image mosaics
and cooperative surveillance, all major themes of the thesis.
Image Registration Image mosaicing is underlined by the problem of image
registration that includes finding the geometric transformation that relates two
or more images together. Here, we highlight these models and the techniques to
estimate them.
The most general transformation model relating two images captured from a cam-
era under general motion, is an 8 degree of freedom (dof) planar projective trans-
formation, also known as the homography. For special cases, i.e., special camera
motions, the mapping between two images is simpler than a general homography
and can be estimated more reliably and quickly.
For camera motion parallel to the image plane and rotating about the principal
axis, images are related by a 4 dof similarity transform. Such motion is seen in
document scanning and satellite imagery [3, 4]. Scenes imaged under telephoto
viewing conditions, where perspective eﬀects are negligible, are related by a 6 dof
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aﬃne transformation [4]. All these transformations are valid in the correct viewing
conditions. Citing reasons for numerical stability, some authors have chosen to
use biquadratic transformations, by approximating the homography by a Taylor
expansion [5, 6]. This has 12 dof but is unable to correctly model perspective
eﬀects [1].
Solving for the transformation model is done in one of two ways, either using a
feature based method or a direct method [7]. Feature based methods use point-to-
point mapping to estimate the transformation and are more common because of
their speed and invariance to geometric and photometric changes [1, 8, 9]. They
are, also, used exclusively throughout this thesis.
The challenge in eﬃcient feature based registration is extracting and matching
image features between views. Various techniques have been developed over the
years as possible solutions. Examples include [10–18]. Chapter 3 gives a detail
account on various extractors and matching techniques.
An experimental study on 2D homography estimation is given in [19], where various
transformation models are computed. It is concluded, that for a limited number of
correspondences a more restricted homography, i.e, similarity of aﬃne transforma-
tion can be used. Taking advantage of invariant properties of imaging geometry,
[20] have introduced a convex hull based registration technique that uses hull ver-
tices to seek for initial correspondences between images. Although promising, the
proposed methodology fails when diﬀerence between the scenes is large.
Use of Kalman filters for parameter estimation in vision is proposed in [21–23].
In [21], loop closing for autonomous localisation and mapping is used to drive
down global positioning and alignment errors. In [22, 23], it is used for camera
calibration and pose estimation.
False matches, commonly known as outliers, adversely aﬀect estimates of the trans-
formation. Techniques based on sample consensus oﬀer an eﬀective solution, as
used in [10, 24]. The technique is explained in Chapter 2. Treating outliers using
convex hulls of features is done in [25], where coherence matching is used instead
of sample consensus to find dominant transformations. This technique, however,
suﬀers with limited overlap of images.
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Fundamental to feature based registration is image overlap [26]. Without it, corre-
spondences cannot be established and consequently transformations are not com-
puted. Aligning non-overlapping image sequences is done in [27]. The technique
uses temporal alignment via time stamps of images to align two streams of images
from two attached cameras. Good results are shown for limited overlap and no-
overlapping image streams for limited camera movement. An adaptive correlation
window is used in [28] within the area of overlap to overcome issues with small
overlap. It uses direct methods computing inter-image transformation based on
diﬀerence in intensities.
Besides image registration done in the spatial domain from features, there are also
techniques based in the frequency domain [29–32]. Though these methods claim
to be fast, they require significant overlap between images.
Image Mosaics Image mosaics enhance limited field of views of individual im-
ages and are mostly applied to images related by homographies [10, 24, 33]. Using
these inter-image transformations, overlapping images of the same 3D scene are
warped into the same coordinate frame resulting in information rich views.
An example of wide-surveillance from mosaicing of overlapping images is found in
[10]. Using feature based methods, they are able to mosaic large number of images,
over 2000 images together. Object recognition and tracking is then applied on top
of the final mosaic. Similarly, globally consistent aerial mosaics are built in [13],
also for surveillance. Here, images are taken from a downward looking camera
onboard an airborne platform. Aerial mosaicing is done in [34] in real time using a
bag of words algorithm for image representation. This allows loop closures ensuring
global consistency of the mosaics. Mosaicing from wide-baseline cameras is done
in [35]. Here, a technique capable of overcoming large parallax is introduced by
integrating two robust aﬃne invariant feature detectors. They show their technique
to be eﬀective in texture rich environments.
Mosaicing in realtime is undertaken in [36–38]. In [36], a miniature robot called
”the scout”, fitted with a video camera, is used to construct mosaics in real time
to assist disaster missions. It uses feature based registration to build mosaics
and transmits the mosaics wirelessly to an end user. In [37], feature tracking
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techniques are used to estimate transformations for mosaicing and is part of a
wider project including surveillance and tracking. Mosaic based navigation for
autonomous underwater vehicles is done in [38]. Here, trajectories are defined
on the mosaic for purposes of future navigation. Real time video mosaicing is
acheived in [39] based on a simplified SIFT algorithm for feature matching where
computation time is reduced by decreasing the number of octaves used for scale
space generation. Though the time taken to construct the mosaics is not included.
Optical flow based mosaicing is done in [40] to construct mosaics in real-time.
Here, an aﬃne transformation model is used and implemented on a low-cost PC.
It is worth noting that an issue with optical flow is its need for small gap between
consecutive frames for accurate motion estimation. Though, as the technique
proposed in [40] is using an image stream from a video camera, this is not a major
problem. Image streams taken under telephoto operations are mosaiced in [41]
whilst preserving the 3D scene information. It is used, among other applications,
for under car inspection.
It is possible to retrieve 3D scene information from image mosaics for use in in-
spection and model building as done in [41, 42]. In [42], 3D textured models of
the scene are constructed from geometric information extracted from panoramic
images.
Live photo-mosaicing has also been attempted recently from a cluster of wireless
cameras as in [43]. Here, to overcome issues of limited communication bandwidth,
a data aggregation technique is proposed that minimises data sent to the central
processing unit. By retaining only required data, live updates of the mosaics is
achieved and also the 3D point clouds can be projected onto the mosaics. A
detailed communication cost analysis is also undertaken to find the least costly
combination of cameras.
Instead of planar mosaics, as in [10, 44], spherical mosaics can also be built. The
QuickTime VR software [45] is an example of the use of spherical mosaics to repre-
sent the view in every direction. Rendering in any direction on this representation
allows a virtual reality application. High-resolution and multi-scale mosaics are
built in [46] which are mapped on a cubic surface. Here, a pan-tilt-zoom camera is
used with the camera parameters determined online. A Gaussian sphere is used in
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[47] to represent the mosaic as it reduces projective distortions caused by a camera
rotating around its focal point.
Multi-perspective image mosaics are also used to visualise long scenes. The case for
such mosaics is put forward in [48], where it is claimed that multispectral panora-
mas provide a more complete FOV to encompass a scene. Here, an automatic
multi perspective mosaicing tool using pushbroom cameras for image capture is
also presented. A less costly multi-perspective panorama builder that is capable
of running on mobile phones is introduced in [49]. In it, optical flow is applied
for image registration and vertical strip extraction for panorama building. As
each strip is captured from a slightly diﬀerent viewpoint, the panorama exhibits
multi-persepective characteristics. Multi-perspective panoramas of 3D models is
proposed in [50] for application in computer generated imagery.
In addition to surveillance and virtual reality, applications of image mosaics in-
clude autonomous driving and driver assistance, as in [33]. Here, mosaicing in
dynamic environments helps provide more information to the guidance and navi-
gation unit of the autonomous vehicle, making it more eﬀective. An application of
image mosaics is also found in agricultural engineering. In [44], tree mosaicing and
consequently seam processing is performed to determine when to apply pesticides
to high-trees. Multispectral mosaicing is another avenue under consideration in
[51]. It allows even more information to a user for example, thermal signatures, in
addition to just imaging data.
Cooperative Navigation and Surveillance An advantage of cooperative surveil-
lance is that it allows coverage of a wider area more easily. The cyber scout project
uses autonomous robots, called ”sentries” to scout an area and conduct surveil-
lance and reconnaissance missions [37]. The sentries are fitted with 5 cameras that
allow for this in addition to navigation and decision making architecture. Images
acquired from the cameras are used to construct mosaics on which motion detec-
tion and consequently classification is done. A cooperative multi-sensor approach
is proposed in [52] for surveillance. Here, an end user can task the system to mon-
itor or track an object in the area of surveillance. The cooperative system then
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sends appropriate commands to sensors in time and space to this end. The imag-
ing system is capable of estimating the 3D positions of the object being tracked
and conveying it back to the end user. To tackle issues of estimation error, [53]
proposes fusion of location estimates from diﬀerent views using filtering. It shows
good results for a rotating camera platform mounted on a ground vehicle.
1.3 Overview and Principal Contributions
The remaining chapters with their principal contributions are as follows. Seven
chapters, including the introduction and two appendices form this thesis. The
contributions are included with the individual publications in which they appear.
This is to highlight the novelty and applicability of the work. A list of publications
is given in Section 1.4 of this chapter.
Chapter 2: Imaging Geometry
Concepts pertaining to digital imaging and multi-view geometry are introduced
in this chapter. They include image formation, geometric transformation and
mapping between images. These are necessary topics to solve image mosaicing
and 3D scene reconstruction.
Chapter 3: Interest Points in Images
In this chapter, we introduce several techniques for fast and robust feature descrip-
tion and matching. Feature matches are used to estimate inter-image transforma-
tions from point-to-point mapping. The contributions include
• An analysis comparing correlation based techniques with relaxation methods.
Published in conference paper-1: TAROS, 2011.
• Implementing a robust gradient histogram descriptor to a fast image feature
detector. Published in conference paper-1: TAROS, 2011.
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• Developing a new two signature feature descriptor constituting both intensity
gradients and a colour histogram. It shows to outperform state of the art
single signature descriptors. Accepted in conference paper-2: SMC, 2013.
• A novel feature coding technique allowing fast and reliable feature matching
by bundling similar coloured features together. This assists in rapid image
mosaicing. Accepted in conference paper-3: ROBIO, 2013.
Chapter 4: Robust Homography Estimation
Several novel techniques to tackle inter-image homography estimation are devel-
oped in this chapter. The homography is a transformation that relates points from
one plane to another, or more importantly features from one image to another, a
concept helpful in image mosaicing. The contributions include
• A novel recursive least squares technique that takes into account periodic
measurements to estimate homography for use on board single mosaicing
platforms. Published in conference paper-1: TAROS, 2012.
• A novel information fusion based technique to reduce image feature location
uncertainty by applying covariance intersection on RGB images. Published
in journal paper-1: JEI, 2013.
• A novel H∞ filtering technique that takes into account feature location un-
certainty to estimate the homography. Published in journal paper-1: JEI,
2012.
• A coupled filter simultaneously estimating geometric and photometric trans-
formations between two images. Accepted in conference paper-3: ROBIO
2013.
• Filter based time varying homography estimation framework taking into ac-
count uncertainty for use on board single mosaicing platforms. Submitted
to journal paper-2: JEI, 2013.
• Comparing global optimisation using bundle adjustment to the Kalman filter.
Accepted in conference paper-4: ROBIO, 2013.
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Chapter 5: Rapid 3D Reconstruction
Here, we introduce a couple of new techniques for rapid projective scene recon-
struction in the 3D space. The contributions include
• A new inertial measurement unit assisted feature matching technique. It is
included in this chapter since it is based in the 3D domain.
• An innovative homographic line semi-dense 3D scene reconstruction algo-
rithm with Delaunay Visualisation to fill in empty spaces.
Chapter 6: Cooperative Mosaicing Methods
In this chapter, we propose methods to assist in cooperative mosaicing. These
include
• A feature compression technique based on principal component analysis to
allow communication of features between platforms with a low computational
cost.
• A novel trifocal tensor based technique to merge 3D reconstructions from
three cooperating platforms at a time.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
Here, we conclude with main findings and contributions of the thesis and derive
areas for future research.
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1.4 Publihsed/Submitted Manuscripts
Journals
1. S. Imran and N. Aouf. Robust L∞ homography estimation using reduced
image feature covariances from an RGB image. Journal of Electronic Imaging
JEI, 21(4), 2012. (published)
2. S. Imran and N. Aouf. L∞ based estimation technique for time varying
homographies with system uncertainty. Journal of Electronic Imaging JEI.
(submitted)
Conferences
1. S. Imran and N. Aouf. A recursive least squares solution for recovering ro-
bust planar homographies. 12th Annual Conference on Towards Autonomous
Robotic Systems TAROS, 2011. (published)
2. S. Imran and N. Aouf. A robust two signature descriptor with orientation
bins and colour codes for enhanced feature matching. IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics SMC, 2013. (Accepted)
3. S. Imran and N. Aouf. Photo-geometric registration via a coupled L∞ filter.
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Biomimetics ROBIO, 2013.
(Accepted)
4. S. Imran and N. Aouf. Bundle Adjustment and Kalman filtering for homogra-
phy estimation. IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Biomimet-
ics ROBIO, 2013. (Accepted)
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1.5 Software Tools
Listed below are tools used during the research.
• MATLAB [The Mathworks Oﬃcial Website: http://www.mathworks.com/,
N.d.]: MATLAB is a technical computing environment developed by The
MathWorks group.
• C/C++: an intermediate-level language since it comprises both high-level
and low-level language features. Developments in this study are made on the
Xcode IDE.
• OpenCV: an opensource library of programming functions aimed at real-time
computer vision applications developed by Intel and supported by Willow
Garage.
• OpenGL: a cross-language, multi-platform application programming inter-
face for rendering 2D and 3D graphics, initially released in 1992.
All codes developed during this research are written and tested on a Apple Mac-
book 2.16 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 2.5 GB SDRAM.
This document is written in LATEX using TeXShop version 2.47 editor/compiler.
2Imaging Geometry
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarise the reader with basic principles of
image formation and multi-view geometry. These concepts form a basis for con-
tributions made in the thesis. We start with image representation in a 2D array,
where each index (pixel) has an associated intensity value. These pixels can be
regarded as discrete points in space and are therefore subject to geometric trans-
formations. This is followed by an introduction to image formation modelled by
the pinhole camera which is a R3 → R2 projective mapping. We then explore
projective relationships between images of planar surfaces acquired from a moving
or rotating camera. Two types transformations are discussed in fair detail. The
first, maps points from one image plane to another and is known as the homogra-
phy H. This transformation is central to constructing image mosaics. The second
transformation, maps a point from one image to an epipolar line in a corresponding
image and is known as the fundamental matrix F. This matrix encapsulates the 3D
structure of the scene and underpins the inverse mapping R2 → R3. Furthermore,
we show how to extract the camera matrices from F used later on in the thesis for
3D scene reconstruction.
The ideas presented here are by no means all encompassing, though they give
a good grounding in image geometry. For a more in depth discussion, refer to
[24, 54, 55].
Notation Points are represented as homogenous coordinates, i.e., a point (a, b) is
(a, b, 1) in homogenous coordinates. Conversely, a homogenous coordinate (a, b, c)
is (ca, cb) in non-homogenous coordinates.
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2.1 Image Representation
Here, we concern ourselves with discrete image representation. A discrete image of
a scene is a 2D array filled with intensity values reflected from real world objects.
Mathematically, it is a map I defined on a domain Ω of a two-dimensional surface,
taking positive integer values Z ranging from {0− 255} in an 8bit representation.
For a camera, Ω is a planar, rectangular region occupied by a photographic medium
or in the case of a digital camera by a CCD (Charge Couple Device) sensor. The
mapping I on a discrete Ω is given by
I : Ω ⊂ Z2 → Z+; (x, y)→ I (x, y) (2.1)
where (x, y) are image coordinates in 2-space.
This mapping can be represented graphically as in Figure 2.1 for a grey scale
image. The variation of intensity over Ω is clearly visible. Brighter pixels take
higher values whereas darker pixels take lower ranging values. These values depend
predominantly on ambient conditions of the scene, reflectance properties of the
materials and the camera.
For colour images, a combination of 3 primary colours in three 2D overlapping
arrays is used to define colour for each pixel. This is shown in Figure 2.2. Each
array or channel corresponds to a primary colour. For an RGB colour image these
are red, green and blue, and for an 8bit representation can take values ranging
from {0− 255}. A grey scale image is obtained from an RGB image by weighting
the three channels. This though comes at the expense of image sharpness.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Original image. (b) A 2D grey scale image plotted as a surface
map. The rows and columns define Ω, whilst the intensity (z-axis) gives the
range from {0− 255}. N.B. The image is a BAE Systems test image.
Figure 2.2: Region of interest showing individual RGB values for each pixel.
A combination of these individual RGB values gives colour to an image.




















Figure 2.3: C is the camera centre also known as the optical centre and p is
the principal point. Note that the image plane is placed in front of the camera
centre. Image reproduced from [24].
2.2 The Pinhole Camera
A camera is a mapping π between the 3D world and a 2D image
π : R3 → R2;X→ x (2.2)
where X = (X, Y, Z)T are the coordinates in 3-space, x = (x, y)T are the corre-
sponding coordinates in 2D and T is a transpose. It is composed of a lens or a
set of lenses used to implement a controlled change in the direction of propagation
of light on to a photographic medium. Models of such cameras can be complex
to develop and understand. A less complicated model is based on the thin lens
camera characterised by an aperture, a focal length f and the diameter d of the
lens. A further idealisation of this leads to the pinhole model where the aperture
of the lens is reduced to zero and all rays are forced through a single point, the
centre of projection. This same model will be used in the thesis.
Refer to Figure 2.3, let the centre of projection, also known as the camera centre
C, be the origin of a Euclidean coordinate system and consider the plane Z = f ,
which is called the image plane (focal plane). Now imagine a point X in space
which under the pinhole camera is mapped to a point x on the image plane. It
is where the line joining X to the centre of projection intersects the image plane.
Via similar triangles we can deduce the perspective relationship that governs this
mapping








where x and y represent coordinates on the image plane. The focal length is
positive for a frontal model where the image plane is placed ahead of C. In Figure
2.3, the line extending from C perpendicular to the image plane is the principal
axis and the point of intersection is known as the principal point p.
If the world and image points are represented in homogenous coordinates then the






Here K is the 3×3 intrinsic parameter matrix of the camera and constitutes f , the
principal oﬀset which shifts the origin in the image plane to the upper left hand
point and axial scaling factors to convert Euclidean coordinates into pixels. R and
C˜ are known as the camera’s extrinsic parameters and they reconcile the camera
coordinate frame with the world coordinate frame in which the world points are
represented, shown in Figure 2.4. R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and C˜ represents










Figure 2.4: Euclidean transformation from world to camera coordinate. Image
reproduced from [24].
Equation (2.4) can be written compactly as x = PX, where P is known as the
camera calibration matrix. It is a 3 × 4 matrix with 9 degrees of freedom: 3 for
K, 3 for R and 3 for C˜.
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To conclude, in certain unusual cases the intrinsic parameter matrix is augmented
with a parameter S that skews the pixel elements. This is the skew parameter
and is set to zero for most normal cameras, as is the case here. It is also impor-
tant to remember that real cameras will deviate from the standard pin hole model
depending on the quality of the camera. This will lead to distortion in the projec-
tion, causing errors. We, in this work, do not show how to correct these errors but
propose how to manage them eﬃciently.
2.3 Projective Transformations in 2-Space
Images of planar surfaces under camera motion or a rotating camera are related
via projective transformations, Figure 2.5. Here we discuss two such transforma-
tions. The first, maps points from one image to another called the homography.
This transformation is essential to constructing image mosaics as pixels from image
can be joined to another. The second transformation, captures intrinsic projective
geometry between two views and is known as the fundamental matrix. This trans-
formation maps pixels from one view to lines in another and leads to projective
3D scene reconstruction from two or more views.
2.3.1 The Homography H
The following definition reproduced from [24] gives a 2D point-to-point mapping
in the perspective plane P2 for homogenous coordinates
Definition 2.1. P2 → P2 is a projectivity if and only if there exists a non-singular














and x = (x y z)T. Following on from this, we may define a
homographic transformation on homogenous vectors as



























where ri are parameters of H which deal with rotation, tx and ty are translational
parameters, s is the scaling parameter and u and v relate to projectivity. The
transformation matrix can be called homogenous, since it is scale independent.
Consequently, the matrix has 8 degrees of freedom. Figure 2.6 gives a projective
transformation along with its invariant properties. See how properties of paral-
lelism do not hold. Other transformations include aﬃne, Euclidean and similarity






Figure 2.6: Projective transformation of a quadrilateral. Notice how parallel
lines are no longer parallel. Also, given are H’s invariant properties.
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Estimating H
Here, a basic algorithm to estimate H is outlined. If two images of the same scene
are related through a projective mapping, there exist common features between
them. Based on this, if corresponding features are identified between two views
then through point-to-point mapping we can estimate a transformation.
We use image feature based methods for estimation as they are more robust to
geometric and photometric deformations, not to mention faster compared to direct
or area based techniques [1]. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
We present here a linear method for estimating H. Equation (2.5) can be rear-
ranged with non-homogenous coordinates as
x
￿
(ux+ vy + sz)− r1x− r2x− txz = 0
y
￿
(ux+ vy + sz)− r3x− r4x− tyz = 0.
(2.6)
Each correspondence produces two equations in H. The above equation can be
arranged into a design matrix Ch = 0, where h is a vector of parameters of H.
As already mentioned, the homography has 8 degrees of freedom, as it is defined
up to scale. We therefore only require a minimum of 8 equations to obtain a so-
lution for the transformation. This, therefore, implies that we need a minimum of
4 feature correspondences since each match produces two equations. Usually, an
overdetermined solution is estimated as extracted features are prone to uncertainty
and measurement error. This way the best transformation, the dominant homog-
raphy, is determined. Also, care should be taken that features used for estimation
are independent, that they are not collinear, since this could lead to a degenerate
solution.
The parameters of H are then estimated using SVD (Singular Value Decomposi-
tion), which correspond to the unit vector with the smallest singular value of C
subject to ||h|| = 1.
Outlier rejection - dealing with false matches False correspondences be-
tween images greatly aﬀect the accuracy of the estimated transformation. For this
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purpose an iterative method to reject outliers known as RanSaC (Random Sample
and Consensus) algorithm is applied. This is a model estimator and its procedure
is given below in Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1: RanSaC algorithm for model estimation
objective: Reject false matches and estimate the dominant transformation, H
output: Dominant H with a set of consistent feature matches
algorithm:
while not stop and i < imax do
i:= i + 1;
Make an initial estimate of H from 4 random feature correspondences from
the sample;
Then determine the set of matches that fall within an error threshold t of the
model;
if If the consensus set is big enough then
re-estimate H using this set;
stop:= true;
It is to be remembered that RanSaC will return the dominant transformation
consistent with the majority of the sample set.
Non linear optimisation - refining H For an even more accurate estimation
of H, more often than not non-linear optimisation is performed. For this a cost
function is required. The error used to quantify the quality of H used exclusively















where d is the Euclidean distance and k is the number of feature correspondences.
The optimisation technique applied is the widely used Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm which interpolates between gradient descent and Gauss-Newton optimi-
sation and is robust. LM will, however, only find local minimas and is sensitive to
initial conditions. Please refer to Appendix A for a description of the algorithm.
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Below is a general algorithm for estimating H with feature correspondences.
Algorithm 2.2: Estimating H between overlapping images using image features
objective: Estimate an accurate homography H between two views.
algorithm:
Extract common features between images;
for i:= 1: no. of features in one image do
Find corresponding feature in second image;
Perform outlier removal using RanSaC;
Estimate the dominant H that maps one image to the other. If necessary,















2.3.2 The Fundamental Matrix F
This transformation captures a scene’s intrinsic projective geometry and with slight
algebraic manipulation can lead to projective scene reconstruction in 3-space. It,
as opposed to H which maps points to points, maps points from one view to lines
in another.
Consider Figure 2.7, here a point X in the 3D world is imaged in two views as x
and x
￿
. Taking one of these image points x and back-projecting it into 3 -space
from C, a ray is formed passing through X. This ray is imaged in the second view
as a line l
￿
, and as X lies on this ray, its image in the second view must lie on
l
￿
. These lines are known as epipolar lines since they intersect the epipole. The
epipoles themselves are an intersection of the line joining the camera centres with
the image plane, Figure 2.7. An advantage of this epipolar geometry is that it
helps in establishing correspondences, as the search space is constrained to a line.
This is especially handy when looking for stereo correspondences.
The mapping of a point to an epipolar line is given through F as












Figure 2.7: Showing the epipolar geometry, i.e, the epipoles, the epipolar line
l
￿
and camera centres. A 3D world point maps to two image planes at point x
and x
￿
. Considering x and back-projecting to the 3D point forms a ray which is
imaged onto the second view as l
￿
. The projection of the world point in 3-space
in the second view will be on l
￿
. The question marks represent the ill defined




where F is a 3 × 3 matrix with rank 2. Any scene viewed by two non-coincident
cameras will form a unique F satisfying
x
￿
Fx = 0. (2.10)
Estimating F
Equation (2.10) defines F for all correspondences in two views of the same scene.
Expanding it for a pair of correspondences x
￿














f23 + xf31 + yf32 + f33 = 0 (2.11)
where f∗ are parameters of F and z
￿
and z are equal to 1. Each correspondence
therefore gives one linear equation in the parameters of F.
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Equation (2.11) can be assembled in a design matrix Cf = 0 for k correspondences.
A minimum of 8 such correspondences are required to solve for f up to scale. We
can solve for f using SVD, the smallest singular value of C. This also applies for
an overdetermined solution.
As with H, a dominant F can be estimated using the RanSaC algorithm, getting
rid of false correspondences and giving a robust estimate.
An optimised solution for F As in the case for H, the estimate for F can also
be optimised. The diﬀerence exists in the cost function over which the solution is













where d is Euclidean distance and xˆk and xˆ
￿
k are estimated true correspondences
that satisfy xˆ
￿
kFxˆk = 0. They are determined first, by triangulating the point Xˆ




Xˆ to determine the
points. The cost function is minimised over parameters of P, P
￿
and X leading to
an optimised F.
We define how to extract the camera matrices next and the triangulation method
is left for Chapter 5. The general algorithm for estimating F is same as Algorithm
2.2, but with a diﬀerent cost function.
Retrieving The Camera Matrices from F
One of the most important properties of F is that it can be used to determine
camera matrices of two views up to a projective transformation. They are fun-
damental in the inverse mapping R2 → R3 leading to 3D scene reconstruction.
Here, we outline how to extract these matrices from F. Using them for 3D scene
reconstruction is tackled later on in Chapter 5.
The following definition is due to [24]. It describes how to obtain camera matrices
P and P
￿
from F. The camera matrices are a 3× 4 matrix each.
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Definition 2.2. The camera matrix corresponding to a fundamental matrix F








Here I is the identity matrix, e
￿







is the right null-vector of F and can be got from an

















The above definition puts the world origin at the first camera. It is worth not-
ing that a pair of camera matrices uniquely determine F but the converse is not
true. The camera matrices obtained from F are up to a projective transforma-
tion and, without further information and manipulation, do not produce a metric
reconstruction.
Additional information There exists a specialisation of F known as the essen-
tial matrix E. If the camera’s internal parameters K are known before hand, we




Using E the camera matrices may be retrieved up to a scale factor, meaning that
we can reconstruct a scene in 3D without projective ambiguity and get the relative
pose of the cameras [24].
The work done in 3D reconstruction in this thesis uses F as we are assuming no
prior knowledge of the camera’s internal properties.
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2.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, basic principles of image formation and display are introduced.
The pinhole camera is described as a model of choice for image formation. We talk
in fair detail about multi-view geometry, in particular point-to-point and point-to-
line mapping between two views. The first is defined by the homography H and is
used to construct image mosaics. The second is defined by the fundamental matrix
F and captures the epipolar geometry describing the geometry of the scene. This
transformation is used, among other things, for inverse mapping from 2-space to
3-space. We show how to extract the camera matrices from F to be used in 3D
reconstruction. Finally, we provide general algorithms to estimate both H and F.
3Interest Points in Images
In the previous chapter, we alluded to image features and how they are used
to estimate projective transformations, i.e., the homography and the fundamental
matrix. Here, we indulge further and explain how features are extracted, described
and matched between corresponding views.
Image features are known by many names, e.g., control points, interest points,
corners and edges. Their uses range from model estimation to classification and
object recognition in images [8, 56, 57]. Because of their abundant use in image
processing and machine vision, a lot of work has gone into developing reliable
and eﬃcient methods for feature extraction and matching (feature description is
included in the matching phase). In this chapter, we introduce techniques that
enhance these methods, specifically feature matching. An investigation into two
types of feature descriptors is conducted, namely raw intensity and distribution
vectors. A novel two signature descriptor that combines intensity gradients and
colour is introduced showing promising results. Furthermore, an innovative feature
clustering technique based on colour codes is given that reduces search space for
feature matches, therefore increasing speed and reducing the rate of false matches.
The first task when using image features is to define what type of information is
extracted from the images, known as the feature space. This can be raw pixel values
or other distinct properties, such as edges, corners, line intersections and closed-
boundary regions [8]. In our work, the feature space consists of corners and edges.
As opposed to extracting salient features from images, area-based techniques also
exist that match large patches of images. This technique is best suited to images
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with poor image content, i.e., medical imaging [7, 56, 58]. Furthermore, area-
based methods have low invariance to geometric and photometric changes. This
is in contrast to feature based methods which are comparatively robust. To be
discussed shortly.
A rich survey on feature detectors is given in [56]. It includes detectors based in
the intensity and the frequency domain. The latter is diﬃcult to implement and
requires significant overlap between images for accurate model estimation [30, 31].
Detectors originating in the intensity domain include the Harris feature detector.
It is one of the earliest and quickest detectors available. It uses local gradient
information to define an edge or a corner [59]. A performance comparison on
grey-level intensity based detectors is given in [60]. Here a less complex version
of the Harris feature detector is proposed and several performance criteria, such
as stability, localisation and complexity are introduced. Recently, scale invariant
feature detectors have been proposed [57, 61–63]. These detectors cope well with
changes in scale and other geometric transformations, such as aﬃne rotations be-
tween views. Recent still, fast detection techniques have become available which
use machine learning to define checking rules for the detector. These, although
fast, are susceptible to image noise [64].
To deal with a high number of detected features, several techniques have been
proposed to prune this number and use a reliable subset for estimation. A few
techniques are discussed in [56]. In [20], a procedure in which points belonging to
a convex hull of the whole set are used for matching. This reduces the number of
false matches leading to an accurate estimation.
After detection of features comes feature description. This is necessary for estab-
lishing correspondence between images and accurate matching leads to eﬀective
performance of higher level tasks, e.g., model estimation. Over the years, much
eﬀort has been spent to describe local regions around a feature with enough distinc-
tiveness and robustness for accurate feature matching and a variety of techniques
exist with varying complexities. A less demanding method is to use local raw
intensity values in the vicinity of the feature as a descriptor. Although, at times
eﬀective and appreciated for its simplicity, its lack of robustness makes it weak
[56]. Local gradient information defined over grey level images can also be used
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for simple description and matched using cross-correlation(CC). Some techniques
describe features over processed images, such as moment images to deal with illu-
mination [65].
Another eﬀective technique, though complex to apply, is to describe features in
the frequency domain. Exploiting the Fourier representation of an image, phase
correlation can be applied to identify translations between two images [29]. More
recently, matching at a sub-pixel level is achieved using phase correlation, as shown
in [66]. Phase based local description is also studied and applied in [67] and
provides invariance to changes in illumination. For a further insight into these
techniques refer to [56, 68].
Yet another form of feature representation is distribution based, where local in-
formation is compressed into appropriate bins. In its most simplest form, this is
a histogram of intensity values. Such methods reduce the dimensionality of the
local representation and add robustness, though at the cost of descriptive power.
In [69], local description is achieved using non-parametric methods which make
it robust to illumination changes. Intensity relations between neighbouring pixels
are encoded by binary strings and a distribution of all possible combinations is
represented by histograms. Although suitable for local representation, it requires
a large dimension [68]. Besides intensity values, other types of local information
can also be used for local distribution. For example, gradients structured into
orientation bins is applied in [57] for local representation and has proven to be
very robust to scale and small geometric error. A performance evaluation of local
descriptors presented in [68] reveals how this technique outperforms all the other
contestants.
Feature Based Method vs. Direct Method for Estimation
Before diving into the subject of feature detection and matching, we compare the
feature based estimation method to the direct area based method. This is to justify
our approach for using image features.
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Direct methods, seek a transformation, e.g., homography, between two images
which maximises a similarity measure when one of them is warped and compared
to the other.
As previously mentioned, an important motivation for using features is their in-
variance to geometric and photometric transformations. The cornerness measures
for most feature extractors are inherently immune to changes in illumination up
to a certain extent [57, 59, 61]. This is not the case for direct methods. For such,
techniques steps are required to achieve photometric invariance. An example is to
use a photometric model to account for changes in illumination between images
[1]. This, though, requires extra parameters to be included in the registration pro-
cess. Other techniques include pre-filtering the images to remove low frequency
content prior to registration and/or using an invariant similarity score such as nor-
malised cross-correlation. If these measures are inadequate, corresponding pixels
in two images may exhibit large diﬀerences in the matching score even with exact
geometric registration. This can lead to a biased estimate of the geometric trans-
formation because of large residuals. Therefore, direct methods are arguably at a
disadvantage here.
Another appealing aspect of using images features is the ease in which robustness
to outliers can be achieved. Occlusions and specularities in a scene lead to inac-
curate registration. In such cases, parts of the image will map correctly under a
transformation, whilst others will not. Consequently, diﬀerent features matches
will be consistent with diﬀerent motion models. In feature based methods, ro-
bustness to these outliers can easily be achieved using RanSaC (Chapter 2) which
outputs the dominant transformation. In the case of direct methods using an
outlier rejection algorithm, such as RanSaC, is costly. Other techniques based
on non-convex M-estimators are available but are also computationally expensive
[1, 70].
A drawback of the feature based approach is its comparatively limited applicability.
Image features are suitable for a vast variety of everyday images, but for more
specialist applications they can prove inadequate. For example, scenes with little
edge information, such as lakes, deserts or medical imaging [7, 56, 58]. Indeed,
even for such cases, there may still be an appropriate choice of feature type but
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this requires significant scene understanding. Direct methods, on the other hand,
are more universal because they do not distinguish between discontinuous and
smoothly varying regions of the image.
3.1 Feature Detection
Our focus in this chapter is on feature matching which includes feature description
and matching. For this reason we use a simple but reliable feature detector, i.e.,
Harris features. These features are robust to noise and are invariant to rotations
[59, 60, 71].
Harris Features
This feature extractor is a gradient based detector. Changes in pixel intensities
over a set region in an image greater than a threshold t define a feature. Moravec
was one of the first to use such a technique [72]. Harris and Stephen [59] later
improved upon it and introduced the Harris feature extractor. Their technique
defines a second moment matrix A that describes local gradient distribution. The
eigenvalues λ of A either define a corner, an edge or a flat region (features are
taken as corners and edges). In order to avoid the computationally expensive task
of determining λ every time, a cornerness measure Cm is introduced
Cm = |A|+ k × tr (A) , (3.1)










Here Ia is the derivative in the direction a. These derivates are usually weighted
over a Gaussian window w of size l ×m. The value for k is chosen heuristically,
a typical value of 0.04 is used and t is set for Cm below which all features are
discarded.
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Figure 3.1 gives an example of Harris features extracted from an image for diﬀer-
ent t. It is obvious that increasing the threshold results in a reduced number of
features.
Figure 3.1: Harris feature extracted from an image with diﬀerent thresholding
t values (values tested sare 30, 40, 50). Selecting a reasonable for the t is an
empirical task. Non-maximum suppression is also applied with a dilation radius
of 3 pixels. The image is taken from [73].
After extracting initial features, non-maximum suppression is applied to get fea-
tures whose gradients are locally maximal in a defined radius. This allows us to
reduce local congestion of features and helps in managing features more eﬃciently
in terms of space and goodness of features. Here, we employ a dilation mask of a
3 pixel radius for non-maximum suppression.
3.2 Feature Matching
Here, techniques for feature matching are presented. This includes feature descrip-
tion since this is a precursory step in matching. We have already mentioned that
the most simplest form of feature description is the use of raw intensity values.
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This, though eﬀective and liked for its simplicity, is not robust enough to geometric
and photometric changes [68].
We begin by concentrating on this simple sort of descriptor, since it does have
its merits. It is simple, easy to implement and fast. This descriptor is matched
using two diﬀerent types of cross-correlation techniques called maximal correlation
and supported correlation. Next, we introduce distribution based techniques and
compare them to simple raw intensity vectors. Two types of distribution based
descriptors are included. The first is a sole gradient based descriptor loaded into
orientation bins. The second is a novel two signature distributor that integrates
grey level gradients with colour. It combines the robustness of distribution based
techniques with the descriptive power of colour extracted from a CIExy colour
chart. We finish oﬀ by contributing a novel feature clustering technique that
allows extra fast feature matching. This technique is based on colour coding and
shows promising results.
3.2.1 Intensity Vectors and Correlation Matching
Here, we compare two cross correlation matching techniques to match image fea-
tures. They are maximal cross correlation and supported cross correlation. We
show how to extract intensity vectors and introduce the cross correlation score S.
Once features are extracted, an intensity vector can be obtained by placing a
window of a predefined size over each pixel. The bigger the window size the more
distinctive the descriptor. This, though, comes at a computational cost. These
windows are compared between images to establish correspondences.
Consider Figure 3.2. Here, a feature x in one image is matched to a corresponding
feature x
￿
in another image from a list of potential matches. A window of prede-
fined size ((2n+ 1)× (2m+ 1)) is placed over x, we call this a correlation window
and an intensity vector is extracted. This vector is matched to similar vectors
extracted from the second image to establish correspondence. A straightforward
correlation based matching algorithm will iterate through a list of potential fea-
tures to find a match. A search window dmax can be defined over the second image
to reduce the computational eﬀort of cycling through all candidates. The size










Figure 3.2: Showing how features (black dots) are matched using simple in-
tensity vectors. An image vector (patch) from one image is matched to a list
of potential matches in another. A search window dmax (hashed lines) can be
defined to reduce the search space. In the figure, the red cross hatched area is
the blocked space for looking for feature correspondences.
of the dmax reflects prior knowledge of the amount of distortion between the two
images, meaning how much one image has transformed from the other.
The normalised cross-correlation score between two intensity vectors is given by





￿￿I1 (x+ i, y + j)− I¯1￿ ￿I2 ￿x￿ + i, y￿ + j￿− I¯2￿￿￿
σ2 (I1) σ2 (I2)
, (3.3)
where I is an image, I¯c (c = 1, 2) is the average of the window at point (x, y) and
σ (Ic) is the standard deviation. Cross-correlation score (matching score) S ranges
from -1 for a pair of intensity vectors which are completely unalike to +1 where
they are identical. Note that the above measure is symmetrical, so we can switch
between the two images and the correlation score will be the same.
With the help of Equation (3.3) a matching score between each x in one image
and all x
￿
in another image is obtained. This way, for each feature an array of
potential matches is determined based on S. Selecting the best correspondences
from this array of potential matches is where distinction between the maximal
cross-correlation and supported cross-correlation method for feature matching ex-
ists.
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Maximal Cross-Correlation
From the array of potential matches for every x in the first image the feature
yielding the highest S is chosen from the second image. If the match is consistent
in the opposite direction then it is taken as a conclusive correspondence between
two images. This means that, if a correspondence is to be established between
two features they both should have the highest matching scores with each other in
both directions. This is exactly what is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, a feature in the
right hand image has two potential matches in the left hand image but only one
match yields maximal score in both directions. It is therefore a conclusive match.

Figure 3.3: Maximal cross-correlation technique for establishing feature cor-
respondences. A correspondence is only conclusive if it yields maximal cross-
correlation score S in both directions, as shown by the red two headed arrow.
The black dots represent features.
Supported Cross-Correlation
In contrast to the above method, the supported cross-correlation technique only
considers potential matches having S above a certain threshold. Furthermore, to
disambiguate the matches, it employs a relaxation technique [74].
After applying the correlation process previously defined, a feature x in the first





is a good match it is expected that the neighbouring points￿




of the two features will also produce good matches, as
seen in Figure 3.4. On the other hand, if the candidate match is a bad match then
neighbouring points will exhibit bad matches. Here, N is the neighbourhood of a
feature.





Figure 3.4: Conclusive feature correspondences will produce good matches
within the neighbourhood of the features. Black dots are features.
The technique formally defines a measure of support for each candidate match
referred to as the ”strength” of the match. It is the sum of the maximum individual





















1 + dist (x,x￿ ;n1i, n2j)
￿
. (3.4)










is the average distance between each



























￿r if (n1i, n2j) is a candidate match and r < ￿r
0 otherwise
where r is the relative diﬀerence given by
r =






dist (x,x￿ ;n1i, n2j)
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and ￿r is the relative diﬀerence threshold. Remarking on SM , the neighbour-
hood matches whose relative positions are similar to the candidate correspondence￿
x,x
￿￿
are considered. Their contributions are a multiple of the exponential of
the negative relative error r and therefore when they are similar in position to the
candidate match their contribution is large. In the instance that a neighbouring




themax operator selects the one with the
smallest distance diﬀerence. Lastly, the contribution of each neighbouring point is
weighted by its distance to the candidate match. This allows points closer to the
candidate match to have more contribution in SM .
The measure for SM is not symmetric, it will not be the same if the roles of the
two images are reversed. This happens when several points in N (x) score maximal




. To overcome this problem, before computing the
summation, if more than one neighbouring point scores a maximal value with




, the one with the highest value is taken. This ensures
symmetry, for if the roles of the two images are reversed the same pairings will be
counted.





is taken as a conclusive match if either x or x
￿
has no
higher SM with any other possible matches. This is illustrated clearly in Figure 3.5.






























Figure 3.5: Illustration of the ”winner take all” approach.
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Experimental analysis Now we include a few examples showing how these two
matching techniques fair. In order to compare matching techniques, we introduce a
measure for comparison. This measure is the precision, which is the ratio of correct
matches to all matches [68]. If a technique has matched all features correctly, it
will have precision of 1. Correct matches are identified via RanSaC (Chapter 2).
Figure 3.6(a) gives a couple of overlapping images. Individual features from these
images are extracted and matched using the two cross-correlation techniques just
described. Figure 3.6(b) shows the features extracted using the Harris feature de-
tector. Figure 3.6(c) and 3.6(d) shows feature correspondences established using
maximal cross-correlation and supported cross-correlation, respectively. The max-
imal cross-correlation technique yields a precision value of 0.59 and the supported
cross-correlation technique gives a value of 0.73.
Figure 3.7 is an example of a couple of overlapping images with changing bright-
ness. For this example, the maximal cross-correlation technique yields a precision
value of 0.94, whereas the supported cross-correlation technique yields a value of
0.92. Both techniques have over 90% precision for this image set.
Figure 3.8 is an example of a couple overlapping images where the camera has
moved significantly from one image to another. For this image set, the maximal
cross-correlation technique yields a precision value of 0.39, whereas the supported
cross-correlation technique yields a precision value of 0.64.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Comparing matching characteristics of maximal cross-correlation
to supported cross-correlation. (a) A couple of overlapping images. (b) Har-
ris features with a detection threshold of 30. (c) Feature correspondences from
maximal cross-correlation. Note the false correspondences at the bottom of the
figure. These are present even after outlier removal with RanSaC. (d) Feature
correspondences from supported cross-correlation. The number of false corre-
spondences after RanSaC are greatly reduced.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Comparing the matching characteristics of maximal cross-
correlation to supported cross-correlation for images with varying brightness. (a)
A couple of overlapping images. (b) Haris features with a detection threshold
of 30. (c) Feature correspondences from maximal cross-correlation. A reduced
number of correspondences is shown for clarity. (d) Feature correspondences es-
tablished from cross-correlation. A reduced number of correspondences is shown
for clarity.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Comparing the matching characteristics of maximal cross-
correlation to supported cross-correlation for images with varying viewpoints.
(a) A couple of overlapping images. (b) Harris features with a detection thresh-
old of 30. (c) Feature correspondences from maximal cross-correlation. (d)
Feature correspondences from supported cross-correlation.
3.2.2 Distribution Based Descriptors
Here, we introduce distribution based local feature descriptors. For such type
of descriptors, local information is compressed into appropriately defined bins.
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, these types of methods reduce
the dimensionality of the representation and add robustness but at the cost of
descriptive power.
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In this work we present two distribution based descriptors. The first, is a single
signature descriptor using only intensity gradients. The second, is a novel two
signature descriptor that uses colour in combination with intensity gradients to
increase matching performance.
Below we describe each descriptor in detail, including experimental evaluation.
Single Signature Descriptor - 1SD
We dub this descriptor ”1SD” for single signature descriptor. It has been adapted
from [57] to work with a fast feature extractor such as the Harris feature detector.
In its original form as the SIFT, this descriptor is adapted to multi-scale descrip-
tion, which is an intensive procedure since scale-space operations are required. In
our method, fast and robust feature matching is done thanks to Harris features
coupled with robust distribution based SIFT like description.
Consider a feature x. A window of pre-defined size ((2n+ 1)× (2m+ 1)) is placed
over it and local intensity information, i.e., gradients in x and y are obtained. This
information is already available from the feature extraction step performed for Har-







xori = atan2 (Ix, Iy)
(3.5)
where atan2 is the arctangent function.
After these quantities are determined, they are used in combination to describe
x. The local window defined over x is sub-divided into v sub-regions. Gradient






the gradient direction. The magnitude is weighted by a Gaussian window centred
on x. This is shown in Figure 3.9. When all sub-regions are sorted into their
corresponding orientation bins, each bin from each sub-region is concatenated to
form a vector, a distribution descriptor.





Figure 3.9: A (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1) window is centred on a feature x from which
local gradient orientations (arrow heads) are sorted into a 8-bin orientation his-
togram for each sub-region of the window equivalent to Gaussian weighted mag-
nitudes. The descriptor 1SD is constructed by concatenating bins and forming
a vector.
Following is a general algorithm for constructing 1SD for a feature.
Algorithm 3.1: The general algorithm for constructing 1SD
objective: Construct robust one signature descriptor 1SD;
Input: A feature x and image;
algorithm:
Centre a (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1) window w on feature x;
Evaluate the gradient magnitudes and orientations within w;
Further sub-divide w into (2n+ 1) sub-regions of equal size;
for each sub-region do
Fill a 8-bin histogram where bin one is from 0-44◦ the second from 45-89◦
degrees, and so on. The amount added to the bins is equivalent to the
Gaussian weighted magnitude of each gradient.
Concatenate each bin to form a vector of histograms, called 1SD.
Two Signature Descriptor - 2SD
With feature description, we have to compromise between robustness and distinc-
tiveness [75]. Distribution based descriptors group similar data together reducing
dimensionality of the original data and add robustness to changes like brightness.
This, though, comes at the cost of distinctive power. Yet relying on descriptive
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power alone can lead to diminished performance, especially when scene illumina-
tion is varied. Furthermore, high descriptive power implies high dimensionality of
the descriptor, i.e., large patches over features.
Motivated by this, we present a novel two signature descriptor that combines
robustness of a histogram with the descriptive power of colour, the latter somewhat
ignored in the literature within this context. We dub this descriptor ”2SD”. The
technique is motivated by the CSHOT (Combined Signature of Histogram and
OrienTations) descriptor given in [76] but diﬀers in the way colour is used. As
CSHOT uses local RGB values to supplement the histogram descriptor, its length
is increased significantly and is sensitive to geometric and illumination changes.
The 2SD descriptor supplements gradient histogram (similar to 1SD) with a colour
signature. The descriptive power of colour is beyond doubt, humans use it to
identify and relate identical objects with great success. This ability has been
somewhat ignored by the research community, and when considered, only raw
RGB values or its variants, i.e,. CIELab or HSY are used for description [76, 77].
These characteristics, although powerful when used in abundance, are sensitive to
noise. Furthermore, a potentially more powerful ability is to match colour with
colour, e.g., red to red, green to green. This ability is introduced into 2SD using a
CIExy chromaticity chart.
Use of colour spaces is studied in [78] as a solution to image segmentation and uses
K-Means clustering for this. A comparison of local grey-level descriptors to colour
invariant descriptors is given in [79]. Here local descriptors constructed using
photometric invariants are tested against local grey-level invariants, i.e., gradients
and give decent performance, though are more demanding computationally.
First, we introduce the CIExy chromaticity colour space. This space defines a
pixel’s chromaticity regardless of illumination (by chromaticity we mean quality of
colour). Figure 3.10 gives the CIExy colour chart. The outline defines the spectral
locus and the RGB gamut is given by the triangle with the three primary colours
at the vertices. All 16 million colour combinations visible to the human eye are
contained within it [54].
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Figure 3.10: CIExy colour space. The solid outline is the spectral locus. All
16 million colour combinations visible to the human eye are contained within it.
A pixel from an RGB image is transformed to this space via a transformation











where R, G and B are the pixel’s RGB values, L,M and N are known as the tri-








The normalisation is given by Equation (3.8). The normalised coordinates U and
V are two coordinates needed to localise a point on the chart.
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Figure 3.11: (a) 2D Gaussian cluster for a set of random data. (b) CIExy
space clustered using Gaussian models. Six clusters are formed.
U = L/ (L+M +N)
V =M/ (L+M +N) . (3.8)
Observing the colour space in Figure 3.10, it can be divided into several clusters
based on colour. In this way, each pixel converted to the CIExy colour space can
be colour coded and grouped together depending on the number of divisions of
the space regardless of shade. Here, we divide the space into six clusters based on
colour, i.e., red, yellow, green, blue, violet and grey (or white).
Assigning pixels to the appropriate cluster is an issue. Due to the asymmetrical
nature of the partitions (see Figure 3.10), clustering based on simple Euclidean
distances is insuﬃcient. We, therefore, model our clusters using 2D Gaussian
distributions. Figure 3.11(a) gives an example 2D Gaussian distribution for a
random 2D data set. This is a specific model used to define the distribution of a
data set according to its mean and covariance.
Using 2D Gaussian distributions the CIExy is clustered, as shown in Figure 3.11(b).
The six clusters are clearly visible. In order to assign pixels to correct bin, the
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probability of it belonging to each cluster is determined using Equation (3.9). The
pixel is assigned to the cluster with the highest probability. This way, regardless of
the shade of the colour, it will be sorted into the correct bin with a high probability.
In Equation (3.9) µ is the cluster mean, φ is the covariance and c (U, V ) is the data
point on the colour space. Note that the Gaussian models are tuned manually.







































Table 3.1: Manually tuned modelling parameters for Gaussian clusters used in
2SD. Refer to Figure 3.11(b).
Now that a way to colour code the pixels is available, the second signature can
be defined. A window of size 9 × 9 is centred on a feature and each pixel within
is colour coded as just described. Based on these codes, each is summed into one
of the 6 appropriate colour bins weighted by a Gaussian window centred on the
feature. This emphasises more the central pixels. In such a way, a 6 bin histogram
is made that can be augmented to the gradient histogram described earlier and
a vector of two distinct signatures is obtained, Figure 3.12. This descriptor is a
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Figure 3.12: The two signature descriptor (2SD). It is a 134 element vector,
128 for the gradient distribution histogram and 6 for the colour.
The computational complexity of adding this second signature to 1SD is limited
since the Gaussian model covariances and means are predefined.
To show how well our colour coding technique copes with illumination change, we
include Figure 3.13. An image is illuminated and also dulled down. Then colour
coding is applied to all pixels of the image and the image is segmented. It can be
seen that the coding technique performs well even under varying illumination. Ma-
jority of the pixels share the same code across the images. This proves, visuallay,
that the 2SD descriptor is robust as well as adding extra distinctive power.
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Figure 3.13: Image segmented using CIExy colour coding for varying illumi-
nation. Majority of the pixels are assigned same colour codes.
Following is a general algorithm for constructing 2SD for a feature.
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Algorithm 3.2: The general algorithm for constructing 2SD
objective: Construct robust one signature descriptor 2SD;
Input:A feature x and image;
algorithm:
Follow steps to create 1SD;
Centre a (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1) w on the feature x and RGB values;
for each pixel in window do








U = L/ (L+M +N)
V =M/ (L+M +N) ;
Evaluate pdfs for each pixel in w for belonging to what cluster and the
maximum is assigned ;
A value corresponding to a Gaussian window centred on x is added to
assigned cluster. Do this for all pixels;
The 6 bin histogram is added at the end of 1SD;
Experimental analysis Now we include experimental results comparing per-
formance of 1SD to 2SD. We use the Euclidean distance as a measure of similarity
between descriptors. Please note that the images tested are colour images but are
shown in grey scale to emphasise the features and feature matches.
The same example images used to compare cross-correlation techniques in Section
3.2.1 are used here. This is done so that later on all matching techniques can be
fairly compared.
Figure 3.14 gives a set of overlapping images matched using 1SD and 2SD. This
is the same example set used in Figure 3.6. Again Harris features are used. We
match features between two images using 1SD and 2SD descriptors. Figure 3.14(c)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.14: Example comparing the matching characteristics of 1SD to 2SD.
(a) A couple of overlapping images. (b) Harris features with a detection threshold
of 30. (c) Feature correspondences from 1SD. (d) Feature correspondences from
2SD.
and 3.14(d) show matches for each technique, respectively. As expected, both tech-
niques yield high precision values, more than the two cross-correlation techniques
[68]. Our 2SD descriptor outperforms the standalone 1SD descriptor by more than
10%. Values for precision are included in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.15 gives a set of overlapping images with varying brightness for which
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.15: Example comparing the matching characteristics of 1SD to 2SD
for images with varying brightness. (a) A couple of overlapping images. (b)
Harris features with a detection threshold of 30. (c) Feature correspondences
from 1SD. (d) Feature correspondences from 2SD.
feature are matched using 1SD and 2SD. This is the same example set used in
Figure 3.7. For this example, both techniques yield high precision values. However,
2SD performs slightly better, by a margin of almost 1%.
Figure 3.16 gives another set of overlapping images taken from a camera separated
by a distance for which features are matched using 1SD and 2SD. This is the same
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.16: Example comparing 1SD to 2SD for outdoor images. (a) A couple
of overlapping images. (b) Harris features with a detection threshold of 30. (c)
Feature correspondences from 1SD. (d) Feature correspondences from 2SD.
image set used in Figure 3.8. For this example too, 2SD outperforms 1SD by a
percentage of more than 6%.
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3.2.3 Discussion
Here, we discuss the four feature matching techniques previously tested. Just as a
reminder, these include intensity vectors matched using maximal cross-correlation,
intensity vectors matched using supported cross-correlation, 1SD matched using
||L||2 and 2SD matched using ||L||2. We have tested these techniques on three
image sets each containing two images each. These include images taken outdoor
in real environments, with a moving camera and changing illumination. Below
we include a table giving precision values of each technique for all tested images,
Table 3.2.
Methodology Image set no.1 Image set no. 2 Image set no. 3
Maximal CC 0.59 0.94 0.39
Supported CC 0.65 0.92 0.64
1SD 0.74 0.94 0.66
2SD 0.82 0.95 0.70
Table 3.2: Precision values for four feature matching techniques. They include
maximal CC, supported CC, 1SD and 2SD.
From studying Table 3.2, it can be seen that for all images sets the two signature
descriptor (2SD) performs better than all other techniques. For image set no. 1,
2SD is on average 25% more precise. For the second image set, where there is
a change in brightness, all techniques fair well, yielding a precision value of over
90%. The 2SD is better still. This implies that all techniques tested perform well
with varying illumination, with 2SD performing the best. Also, this justifies that
our colour coding technique using CIExy colour space is capable of coping with
changes in illumination. For image set no. 3, again 2SD comes out on top by
almost 30%, followed by 1SD in second place.
The results therefore show that, firstly, distribution based techniques perform bet-
ter compared to raw intensity vectors, and secondly, the novel two signature de-
scriptor adds to the capability of the intensity histogram. This is because an extra
layer of distinction is added to the descriptor.
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Figure 3.17: Images are taken from the Oxford data set [73]. For each data set
images are matched row by row, e.g., for the first data set (first two columns)
images of the first row are matched, i.e., 1-2 then the next row 3-4.
Additional Examples
For completeness, we include some additional examples comparing 1SD to 2SD
for feature matching. Figure 3.17 gives the images on which the comparison is
made. These include images taken with a moving camera, changing illumination
and blur. Table 3.3 includes the precision values from the two techniques. Values in
boldface are for 2SD. The results reinforce the conclusion that our 2SD descriptor
outperforms all competitors for diﬀerent viewing conditions.
Test set 1 Test set 2 Test set 3
1-2 0.92/0.84 0.82/0.79 0.51/0.49
3-4 0.96/0.93 0.87/0.66 0.69/0.66
Table 3.3: Precision values comparing 1SD to 2SD for image sets given in
Figure 3.17. Values for 2SD are given in boldface.
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3.3 Matching via Reduced Search Region
In this section, we introduce a novel colour based technique to reduce the search
region for feature matching. In general, when a feature x is to be matched to
another feature x
￿
from a list of potential matches it is compared to each and
every feature. This is time consuming and ineﬃcient, especially when dealing with
a large number of images.
Our technique is motivated by work done in [34]. Here, the bag of words algorithm
used in image recognition is applied to identify regions that have been processed
earlier to aid loop closure. Although using clustering for recognition works well,
using it for feature matching can be ineﬀective unless we have a lot of similar
features in an image or have a database of information to search from [80]. Every
feature can be unique and can lead to a number of cluster centres. The algorithm
is also applied in [81] to the problem of SLAM and loop closures. Good results are
shown in real time.
We propose a colour coding based scheme that groups same colour features to-
gether. Using the CIExy colour coding technique developed previously, we can
colour code each feature. This coding technique can be used to reduce the search
space for features as only candidates with similar colours are considered for match-
ing, shown in Figure 3.18. This greatly reduces the time required to establish
correspondences. An added bonus of using such a technique is that it decreases
the potential for false matches.
This technique diﬀers from the bag of words algorithm in that we have a pre-
defined cluster number from which feature matches are sought, which makes it
faster. Indeed, our technique can be used as in [81] for applications in SLAM and
loop closing.
Experimental analysis First, we show how using our colour clustering tech-
nique the rate of false matches is reduced. The benefits in terms of time reduction
is seen when features from a number of images are matched together, as will be
shown. For just two images, the clustering technique takes more time on account












Figure 3.18: Features are colour coded and clustered into appropriate bins.
Then, features with similar colours can be matched increasing speed and relia-
bility.
of the extra step of checking the colour of the features. Please note that colour im-
ages are tested and are only shown in grey scale to emphasise features and feature
matches.
Figure 3.19 gives an example of a couple of overlapping images where the features
are matched using reduced search region (RSR) and open search region (OSR),
respectively. In terms of precision, RSR yields a 8% increase compared to OSR.
Precision values are given in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.20 is another example comparing RSR and OSR. The RSR technique
yields a 6% increase in precision as compared to OSR. Precision values are given
in Table 3.4.
Test set 1 Test set 2
RSR 0.93 0.46
OSR 0.86 0.43
Table 3.4: Matching precision from applying RSR and OSR to two image sets.
Test set 1 is given in Figure 3.19. Test set 2 is given in Figure 3.20.
We now highlight the most important contribution of RSR matching. This is
the saving in terms of matching time when features from more than 2 images
are matched together. As previously mentioned, features are colour coded and
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.19: Test set 1. Comparison showing matched features with RSR
and OSR. (a) A set of overlapping images matched with RSR. (b) A set of
overlapping images matched with OSR.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.20: Test set 2. Another comparison showing matched features with
RSR and OSR. (a) A set of overlapping images matched with RSR. (b) A set of
overlapping images matched with OSR.
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matched with similarly coded features from other images. Features are extracted,
coded and clustered together depending on these codes and new coded features
from an incoming image are only matched to same colour features from the cluster.
These are then added to the cluster along with an image tag, specifying which
image they belong to.
Figure 3.21 shows a set of four images from which an image mosaic is constructed.
We include the image mosaic for completeness, Figure 3.21(b). As a descriptor
we use 1SD, though it can work equally well with 2SD. It is to be noted that we
are comparing matching times aﬀected by reducing the search region for matching
so the type of descriptor used is not impotant. Indeed, using 1SD or 2SD helps
in clustering in that they are stored in vector form before the matching process.
Intensity vectors are extracted within the matching process and deleted as soon as
they are not required.
Figure 3.22 gives a bar chart giving the time in seconds taken by RSR and OSR
to match features from all four images. The time for each is broken down into
how long it takes for an image to be matched to the base mosaic. For initialisation
purposes, the first image is the base and the second image is matched to it. As
expected, as more images are added the time to match increases since the number
of features in the base mosaic increase. The RSR technique, however, copes very
well with this increase. It takes almost 5 times less to match the features.
3.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced image features (interest points). The Harris
feature detector is chosen as the detector of choice because of its speed and relia-
bility: Harris features are stable in the presence of noise, invariant to rotation and
are easy to implement.
Two diﬀerent types of feature descriptors are investigated, raw intensity descrip-
tors and distribution based descriptors. Of these, the distribution based descriptors
perform the best. It is more robust to changes in noise, though they lose distinc-
tiveness. To deal with this issue, a novel two signature descriptor, dubbed 2SD, is
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.21: (a) A set of overlapping images, 4 images taken from a moving
camera. (b) Mosaic built from four images.
introduced. It combines the robustness of histograms with the distinctive power
of colour. The gradient histogram is augmented with a 6 colour bin, where based
on a pixel’s individual colour code extracted from the CIExy chromaticity chart,
they are stored. This, as the evaluation shows, adds noticeably to the precision,
an average increase of almost 20%. The increase in computational expense of con-
structing 2SD is limited as the cluster information required for assigning colour is
predefined.


















Image 1 to base
Image 2 to base
Image 3 to base
Figure 3.22: Showing time taken to match features between images in Figure
3.21(a). Time taken is broken down in to each time an image is to be matched
to the base mosaic.
We have also included a novel feature clustering technique based on colour codes
that allows for precise and fast feature matching by reducing the search region for
finding candidate matches. Example tests show how a 5 times increase in matching
speed when dealing with a number of images.

4Robust Homography Estimation
Due to distortions caused by real world cameras imaging a scene, common features
between images do not completely fall under a projective mapping (Chapter 2).
This leads to uncertainty in the feature’s location and manifests itself as a mea-
surement error in model estimation, i.e., estimating the homography H. In this
chapter, we explore techniques that allow us to deal with feature location uncer-
tainty and estimate a robust H. We begin by exploring how normalised feature
are used to estimate H with a reduced error. Normalised points are predominantly
used to tackle ill conditioned systems encountered when using pixel locations, but
they also have an inherent capability to deal with location error, as will be shown.
Then we introduce a novel recursive least squares (RLS) solution for estimating
homographies. The use of such a technique comes from its ability to deal with
corrupted and periodic measurements to provide the best solution. Furthermore,
its capacity for providing reliable results for time varying parameter estimation
also motivates its use in the context of real time cooperative image mosaicing [82].
Here, optimal transformation between mobile platforms is likely to change due to
motion.
This is followed by a novel two part technique that reduces image feature location
error and consequently uses it to estimate a robust H with H∞ filtering. We
consider feature information from all three channels of an RGB image and apply
information fusion to reduce localisation uncertainty. The novelty of the technique
is not in the feature detector itself but in how we associate localisation error and
parameter estimates. The H∞ class of filter used is capable of dealing with system
and measurement uncertainty simultaneously [83] and we show how it outperforms
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covariance weighted optimisation techniques. Additionally, we introduce a novel
coupled H∞ filter application for simultaneously estimating the geometric and
photometric transformations between two images. It gives good results with low
reprojection error compared to standard ||L||2-norm techniques. The filter is also
tested for time varying parameter estimation and shows promising results.
Finally, we compare sparse non linear optimisation to the Kalman and H∞ filter
for good and bad initial estimates. We show that the H∞ filter performs best for
cases that are badly initialised and, also, that it is computationally less expensive.
4.1 Estimation via Feature Location Normalisa-
tion
Recalling from Chapter 2, we can estimate the parameters of H by solving the
linear system Ch = 0, where h consists of the parameters of the homography and
C is populated with location of feature matches. As already mentioned, feature
locations contain error. This combined with the fact that using feature locations in
pixels can cause ill-conditioned systems, leads to a bad estimate of the homography
[84].
The point transformation introduced in [84] deals with this issue by translating and
then scaling the feature locations to reduce their sensitivity to noise and, therefore,
improve the systems condition number χ 1. They are
• The points are translated so that their centroid is at the origin
• The points are then isotropically scaled so that the average distance from
the origin is equal to
√
2
Let xi represent a vector of feature locations for set ”i”, then the normalised points
are given by
1measures how much the output value of the function can change for a small change in the
input argument













(xi − xci)2 + (yi − yci)2/k
. (4.2)
A homography estimated using normalised points xˆ and xˆ
￿
is de-normalised using
H = inv (T2) Hˆ T1 (4.3)
where Ti is the normalisation matrix in Equation (3.1).
Experimental analysis Figure 4.1 shows a couple of images of the same scene2.
The right hand side of the figure is the transformed image and is done so by
applying a known homography. We estimate the underlying H between this couple
by solving a linear system Ch = 0 from normalised and un-normalised image
features. To simulate location uncertainty, we introduce error into the feature
locations.
At this stage, we introduce the error metric used for comparison of model estima-
tion techniques in terms of goodness of H. We call this error the back projection





where ||.|| is Euclidean distance. This error determines the average back projection
error of features projected from one image to another through H.
Figure 4.2 compares ebp from estimation of H between images in Figure 4.1 using
normalised and unnormalised feature locations. A location uncertainty of 0.05
pixels is introduced for case given in Figure 4.2(a) and 0.5 pixels in Figure 4.2(b).
2The Hilton hotel in Manchester, UK
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Figure 4.1: Set of overlapping images with Harris features. Right hand side
image transformed with known homography.
We can easily see that using normalised feature locations makes the system more
robust to noise. For Case 1, using normalisation results in almost 50% less ebp
compared to estimation with unnormalised feature locations. For Case 2, the
























Figure 4.2: Back projection errors from normalised and unnormalised points
tested on image in Figure 4.1. (a) Case 1: with 0.05 pixel error in feature
locations. (b) Case 2: with 0.5 pixel error in feature locations.
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In terms of χ, the value is of order of magnitude 6 for the unnormalised system and
is of order of magnitude 1 for the normalised system. The low condition number
for the normalised system is the reason why it is more robust to slight changes in
parameters, i.e., feature location error.
Figure 4.3 gives another example of a set of overlapping images for which the
underlying H is estimated from normalised and un-normalised image feature loca-
tions. The images are courtesy of our sponsors BAE Systems. The ground truth
homography is known, as previously. Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) compare ebp for two
diﬀerent localisation errors, 0.05 and 0.10 pixels. It is apparent that for both cases
using normalised coordinates provides better robustness to noise. For case 1 the
error is 58% less for the normalised coordinates and is almost the same for case
2. The condition number χ, the value is again of order of magnitude 5 for the
unnormalised system and is of order of magnitude 1 for the normalised system.
Figure 4.3: Another example of a set of overlapping images with Harris fea-
tures. Left hand side image transformed with known homography. Images are
courtesy of our sponsors BAE systems.
It is to be noted that we introduce a pixel error in to each feature artificially. Using
exact values for uncertainty will be tackled shortly. Nevertheless, using normalised
points does provide better estimates of the homography for real world images.























Figure 4.4: Back projection errors from normalised and unnormalised points
tested on image in Figure 4.3. (a) Case 1: with 0.05 pixel error in feature
locations. (b) Case 2: with 0.10 pixel error in feature locations.
4.2 Recursive Least Squares Solution for H
Up until now, we have only looked at a homogenous solution for solving H, Chap-
ter 2. Here, an inhomogenous solution in a recursive least squares RLS sense is
developed. First, we need to revisit the system of equations for estimating the ho-
mography. Reproducing the homographic relation given by Equation (2.6) below
x
￿
(ux+ vy + sz)− r1x− r2x− txz = 0
y
￿
(ux+ vy + sz)− r3x− r4x− tyz = 0.
By imposing scale factor s = 1 an inhomogenous system of equations can be formed
 x y 1 O −xx￿ −yx￿






where O is a 3 vector of zeros and h is a vector of parameters of H without s. The
system takes the form Ch = b. For an over-determined solution, i.e., more than 4
feature matches, the system can be solved by the normal equation






which minimises the square error by finding the projection of b in the column space
of C.
In the case of noisy measurements, which are expected, h will not be exact. The
beauty of putting the estimation problem into a inhomogenous form is that future
measurements can be taken into account to update the solution recursively. In the
context of cooperative image mosaicing, once an initial homography is established
it can be updated periodically by a single image feature correspondence. Therefore,
changing homographies can be tracked between platforms.
The recursive form for least squares solution for h is given by the following equa-
tions [82].











where Kk is the gain, λ is the forgetting factor and Φk is the covariance matrix.
C and b are the system and measurement matrix, respectively. Equation (4.7) is
the update equation that updates the solution conditioned on the new and old
measurement and the forgetting factor.
Experimental analysis We start by showing results from an implementation of
RLS to synthetic data. Using a ground truth homography, known data points x are
transformed to x
￿
. A corrupted initial estimate of h (from ground truthH) together
with erroneous measurement data (feature locations) of order of magnitude 1 is
input to RLS. Figure 4.5 shows decreasing ebp for increasing measurements with
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a bad initial estimate and corrupted measurements. An almost 50% decrease in
error is observed.
















Figure 4.5: Decreasing ebp with increasing number of measurements (feature
points). The red marker indicates initial error. Φ = 1e5, λ = 0.95.
We now test RLS on real image data and also compare it to the non-linear opti-
misation technique called Levenberg-Marquardt (LM). Figure 4.6 gives a couple
of overlapping images for which the underlying H is determined. The RLS is
initialised with a heavily corrupted initial estimate and further erroneous mea-
surements of ∆ = 1 are added to it, where ∆ is the error added to the feature
location. The decrease in error towards zero is clearly visible in Figure 4.6(b).
At the final iteration ebp is more than 10% less compared to the initial estimate.
Figure 4.6(c) compares RLS to the non-linear LM optimisation algorithm which is
used in similar fashion to RLS to refine the model. The cost function used for opti-
misation is given in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1, Equation (2.7). It is obvious from the
figure that RLS performs much better compared to LM optimisation with the same
initialisation. This is because LM, as most optimisation techniques, require accu-
rate initialisations. RLS, on the other hand, does not require a good initialisation
and derives the error down regardless of it. Furthermore, RLS is computationally
less expensive compared to LM as it does not require the Jacobian (matrix of first
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order partial derivatives) at every step. This is quantified in Section 4.6 of this
chapter.
Figure 4.7 is example of two overlapping images for which underlying H is deter-
mined. Similar trends as in the previous case are observed. The RLS, after an
initial spike, reduces ebp to less than 2 after 12 iterations to almost a steady state
value. Comparing it to LM optimisation, RLS has 4% less error. It is to be noted
that the initial error in this example is less compared to the previous case and RLS
still performs better compared to the expensive non-linear optimisation.
Figure 4.8 is an example of overlapping images for which the underlying homog-
raphy is estimated. Again RLS performs well compared to LM optimisation. The
error ebp decreases, after an initial spike, when more measurements are introduced
and the final value is 15% less compared to the LM optimisation.
Figure 4.9 is an example of overlapping images from BAE Systems for which the
underlying homography is estimated. Again, RLS performs well compared to LM
optimisation. The error is more than 60% less for RLS.
The initial spikes for all cases can be due to a high feature location error. The RLS
technique, nonetheless, deals with this uncertainty and drives the error down.
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Figure 4.6: Analysis of RLS on real image data. (a) A set of overlapping
images. Harris features are used with 1SD feature descriptors. (b) Decreasing
ebp with added erroneous measurements. Red dot is error from initial estimate.
(c) Comparing RLS to non linear LM optimisation. RLS performs much better
compared to LM for same initial estimate.
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of RLS on real image data. (a) A set of overlapping im-
ages. Harris features are used with 1SD feature descriptors. (b) Decreasing ebp
with added erroneous measurements. Red dot is error from initial estimate. (c)
Comparing RLS to non linear LM optimisation. RLS performs better compared
to LM for same initial estimate.
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Figure 4.8: Analysis of RLS on real image data. (a) A set of overlapping
images. Harris features are used with 1SD feature descriptors. (b) Decreasing
ebp with added erroneous measurements. Red dot is error from initial estimate.
(c) Comparing RLS to non linear LM optimisation. RLS performs much better
compared to LM for same initial estimate.
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Figure 4.9: Analysis of RLS on real image data from BAE systems. (a) A set
of overlapping images. Harris features are used with 1SD feature descriptors. (b)
Decreasing ebp with added erroneous measurements. Red dot is error from initial
estimate. (c) Comparing RLS to non linear LM optimisation. RLS performs
much better compared to LM for same initial estimate.
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4.3 Robust H Estimation with Reduced Feature
Location Uncertainty
Feature detection comes with associated localisation errors. These localisation
errors are well studied in literature [85–87]. Most approaches subscribe to the
Gaussianity of the error and so characterise the uncertainty using a 2D covariance
matrix. The same assumption will be followed here. Intuition dictates that in-
corporating this uncertainty information in terms of a weighted cost function to
be minimised should lead to better parameter estimates. In [85], however, it is
argued that incorporating localisation error in estimating the homography does
not lead to substantially improved results. In [86] on the other hand, a reduced
error estimate for the fundamental matrix after including uncertainty covariance
estimates. The same conclusion is drawn in [87] who consider feature covariances
over diﬀerent image scales.
Following on from this, we argue that measuring and incorporating feature locali-
sation errors does improve estimates of H. First, we propose a novel technique for
reducing localisation errors of features using covariance intersection (CI) by fusing
uncertainty information from all three channels of an RGB image. The novelty of
the technique is not in the detector itself but in how we associate localisation error
and parameter estimates. We then use this reduced localisation error to estimate
an improved H by recasting the problem into a class of robust H∞ filter capable of
overcoming feature location uncertainty. We show that our technique outperforms
covariance weighted optimisation techniques for estimating the homography.
4.3.1 Feature Location Uncertainty
To reduce feature location uncertainty, we first need to quantify it. Here we intro-
duce a way to determine uncertainty for every feature in an image.
Let x (x, y) represent an image feature obtained from a gradient based feature
extractor, i.e., Harris corner detector [60, 71]. The true position of this feature is
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given by (x˜, y˜). Errors in its location are then ∆x = x− x˜ and ∆y = y− y˜. If these
are considered as random variables, then we can define their covariance matrix as
P =
 E [∆x2] E [∆xy]
E [∆xy] E [∆y2]
 (4.10)
where E [.] denotes expectation. The covariance matrix P gives the spread of
uncertainty of the feature x in the axial directions. Indeed, this spread is charac-
terised as a Gaussian distribution, as will be shown [85, 87].
There are two techniques for determining P as described in [85]. One is a residual
based approach and the other a derivative based approach. We employ the latter
for its ease of use and implementation. The same technique is used in [87].
We define a matrix of first order partial derivates squared for spatial coordinates
x and y as follows
H =









where Ix and Iy denote the partial derivatives, wxy is a weighting function, normally
Gaussian and Np is the neighbourhood of the feature.
The above expression, known as the second moment matrix, describes the curva-
ture distribution around a point and is the same function as used in the Harris
corner detector, Chapter 3. The greater the change in curvature the more accu-
rately the corner can be located and vice versa. We therefore define the covariance
as the inverse of this expression. A small covariance implying a large change in cur-
vature. A similar expression is used in [87] where feature uncertainty is quantified
over diﬀerent scales.
It is worth highlighting that throughout this study we use the Harris feature de-
tector to measure features from images. An objective of our work is to introduce
a novel technique to reduce feature location uncertainty that can be used for pa-
rameter estimation via covariance weighted optimisation. Incidentally, although
features extracted via SIFT or SURF are scale invariant, they still have inherent
localisation errors as concluded in [87].
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Once the covariance is estimated for a feature f (x, y), it can be visualised using
error ellipses as shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Harris features with location covariances visualised as error el-
lipses. The ellipses are centralised over each detected feature (yellow).
4.3.2 Reducing Feature Uncertainty Using Fusion
Now that a way to determine feature location covariance has been established, we
proceed by introducing a method to reduce it.
When using image features for model estimation, most of the feature detection
is done on grey scale images. Even when the input is a colour image it is first
converted to a grey level image, resulting in loss of information. In the context
of feature location, as weighted sums are taken over the three bands some of the
sharpness is lost which is reflected on the feature’s true location and associated
localisation error.
Figure 4.11 gives a colour image with associated RGB channels. As each channel
produces a diﬀerent response to a stimulation, i.e., reflection of a feature, we
can use information fusion to get better estimates of feature location uncertainty
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with reduced covariances. This is done by employing a covariance intersection
(CI) algorithm. Figure 4.12 shows common features between all three channels
and their associated covariance (covariances are shown over a grayscale image for
clarity).
Figure 4.11: A colour image with its associated RGB channels.
Covariance Intersection for Reducing Location Uncertainty
CI is a technique that allows us to fuse information from diﬀerent sources with
varying uncertainty for better estimates. As a result, it finds use in data fusion
architectures where information about signal sources is incomplete [88]. For ex-
ample, positional data from two diﬀerent sensors or a measurement from a sensor
and an estimation from a prediction model.





= j0, (n = 1, 2..., N) . (4.12)
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Figure 4.12: Image feature with error bounds given as ellipsoids. The three
diﬀerent covariances from the RGB channels are visible. Covariances from each
respected channel is coloured according to its respective channel.
The corresponding covariances matrices for each such estimate is given by P1, P2... PN .
It is assumed that the estimates are consistent















denotes the covariance matrix of the n-th estimate jˆn.








= wnP−1n jˆn (4.16)
where 0 ≤ wn ≤ 1.
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An analytical procedure for determining the weighting coeﬃcients is given in [88].
For N ≥ 2, the nonnegative weighting coeﬃcients w1, w2..., wn are determined
under the linear constraint
w1 + w2 + ...+ wN = 1. (4.17)
The second constraint applied is
tr (Pn)wn − tr (Pn+1) = 0, (n = 1, 2..., N) . (4.18)
With En := tr (Pn), combining the two constraints yields the linear system

E1 E2 0 ... 0
0 E2 −E3 ... 0
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... EN−1 −EN


















solving which gives the required weights.
Illustrative example Consider an example. Let jˆ1, jˆ2 denote two unbiased








We use Equation 4.19 to first determine the weighting coeﬃcients, which together
with the original covariances is applied to Equation 4.15 to update the covariance
of our estimate. Figure 4.13 shows the error ellipses corresponding to original es-
timates and the intersected covariance. The new covariance estimate has a trace
less compared to the original estimates tr (P0) = 1.6. The results from this il-
lustrative example follow the claims made previously. The weighting coeﬃcients
are chosen in such a way as to reduce this trace. More advanced methods based
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on optimisation are also present to determine these weighting coeﬃcients but are
computationally expensive [89].













Figure 4.13: Red and blue lines give covariances of the two inputs shown as
error ellipses and the black error ellipse shows the result from CI.
4.3.3 Robust H∞ Estimation of H
Now we introduce the robust L∞ norm minimisation technique to estimate an
optimum H. This is a filtering technique that takes into account feature location
uncertainty just defined and is an innovative way to estimate the homography.
The filtering technique here minimises the L∞ norm instead of the L2 norm used
in the classic Kalman filter and the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) algorithm
for parameter estimation [24, 84]. Very recently, the L∞ norm has been adopted
within the computer vision community as a norm of choice to solve some geometric
vision optimisation problems [90, 91]. Localising non-overlapping cameras using
second order cone programming (SOCP) to minimise the L∞ norm is done in [91].
It shows good performance of SOCP for camera centre localisation with relatively
low errors. In [90], it is shown that by using the infinity norm a number of vision
problems like homography estimation as a quasiconvex problem can be formed
and solved using the bisection-method but with linear programming. Again using
linear programming, [92] solve the structure and motion problem using the∞-norm
approach.
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Although latest developments for L∞ norm based optimisation can provide ac-
curate and globally minimum solutions, the technique used is computationally
heavy. Our method, on the other hand, adopts an L∞ norm based filtering tech-
nique which is computationally attractive to bound the worse-case error estimate
to solve the geometric problem of computing the homography.
The H∞ Filter with Uncertainty
Re-writing Equation (4.5) below gives
 x y 1 O −xx￿ −yx￿







Ch = b. (4.21)
Now the uncertainty in feature locations for each correspondence k can be written
as
(C +∆C)k hk = bk (4.22)
where ∆C represents feature uncertainty (or modelling uncertainty) and bk is the
measurement. The above equation is similar to the linear expression in Equation
4.21. Our aim is to determine an optimum H utilising the uncertainty information
in the system.
Introducing a scheme that can deal with systems such as Equation (4.22), a system
with modelling uncertainties can by given by
hk+1 = (Ak +∆Ak)hk + wk
bk = (Ck +∆Ck)hk + vk
(4.23)
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where {wk} and {vk} are uncorrelated zero-mean white noise processes with co-
variances Qk and Rk. Matrices ∆Ak and ∆Ck represent uncertainty in the system







where H1,k, H2,k and Nk are known matrices with appropriate dimensions and Fk
is the norm-bounded time varying uncertainty satisfying F Tk Fk < I [83, 93, 94].
The problem is to design a state estimator of the form
hˆk+1 = Aˆkhˆk + Kˆkbk (4.25)
where hˆ is the state estimate and Aˆk and Kˆk are the filter parameters to be
determined with the following characteristics [93]
• The estimator is stable, i.e., the eigenvalues of Aˆk are less than one in mag-
nitude.
• The estimation error h˜k satisfies the following worst-case bound
maxwk,vk
￿ h˜k ￿2
￿ wk ￿2 + ￿ vk ￿2 + ￿ h˜0 ￿S−11 + ￿ h0 ￿S−12
(4.26)
• The estimation error x˜k satisfies the following RMS bound
E(h˜kh˜Tk ) < Θk. (4.27)
The solution is given by

































Θ−1k − kETk Ek
￿−1
CTk (4.30)
such that the state estimation error variance satisfies the boundedness condition.
The parameter kk is a sequence of positive scalars.
It is worth noting that in the framework proposed here, the system matrix Ak in
Equation 4.23 is the identity matrix.
Experimental Analysis with synthetic data Here, we show capability of our
H∞ filter to robustly estimate H in the presence of feature location uncertainty
with synthetic data. A detailed evaluation on real world image data is included in
the next section.
We begin by formulating the homography estimation into a filtering problem. This
is done as given below. Consider the left part of Equation 4.5. Adding uncertainty
∆ in the pixel location leads to
C +∆C =
 x˜ y˜ 1 O −x˜x˜￿ −y˜x˜￿
O x˜ y˜ 1 −x˜y˜￿ −y˜y˜￿
 (4.31)
where m˜ = m+∆m. For ∆ we use the standard deviations σd for each individual
matched feature obtained from its location uncertainty covariance matrix, Section
4.3.2. We also introduce error in the measurement wk and again quantify it using
the standard deviations from the covariance matrix. The measurement equation
therefore becomes
bk = (C +∆C)hk + wk. (4.32)
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In our formulation the location uncertainty is assumed to be in the second image.
This expression is similar to Equation 4.23.
The filter is initiated with an initial estimate of the homography as an initial state
estimate. The optimum state estimate is obtained by solving Equation (4.25) using
Equation (4.28) and (4.29).
Consider Figure 4.14. Two data sets are related through a ground truth homog-
raphy Hg (top figure). We estimate H for these given sets of data points for 31
instances with increasing localisation error and compute the average back projec-
tion error for each instance (bottom figure). We then take the average of this
error. The localisation error is simulated with a Gaussian with standard deviation
σd increasing from 0 to 1.5. We do this for 10 trials. The average error from each
trial is given in Table 4.1. The filter is initialised with S1 = I and S2 = I and
kk = 0.001.
The tabulated results clearly show how the average error is kept to an almost
steady state value with increasing localisation error. The mean error after filtering














Table 4.1: Average error for each iteration. Within a single iteration the σd is
increased incrementally. The data set used is given in Figure 4.14, which also
shows an iteration.
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Figure 4.14: Set of synthetic data related through a known homography Hg.
The bottom figure shows ebp as localisation error is increased. The error is
Gaussian with increasing σd. The x-axis gives the number of runs in a trial.
4.3.4 Comparison with Covariance Weighted Optimisation
Here, we compare performance of our L∞ norm based H estimation technique with
standard covariance weighted non-linear optimisation techniques that minimise a
weighted cost function [85]. This technique is the only technique available in
literature that takes into feature location uncertainty for model estimation [95].
We start by showing how using CI to reduce feature location uncertainty impacts
on non-linear optimisation, therefore underlining the need for such a technique.
This is followed by a comparison of H∞ filtering with covariance weighted LM
optimisation for estimation of the homography. The tests are performed on real
images from the Oxford data set [73].
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Results from Non-Linear Optimisation with CI
Here, we show how reducing feature location uncertainty using CI positively aﬀects
model estimation. The same covariance weighted estimation technique as in [85]
is employed with and without CI for estimating H. This way we can determine
whether reducing uncertainty aﬀects estimation of H or not.
Taking into account feature covariances, a covariance weighted cost function to be
minimised is introduced in [85] given as



























and k is the number of corresponding features. (a, b) denotes the inner product of
vectors a and b, a × A is the matrix whose columns are the vector products of a
and the columns of A, A× a is the matrix whose rows are the vector products of







where P is the covariance for each feature. The uncertainty information is con-
tained within Wk.
The above cost function J (H) gives more weight to features with low error covari-
ance and this allows them to have greater influence on the results. By applying CI
we reduce the uncertainty of a feature’s locations and in turn its covariance there-
fore allowing more features to influence the results. This means more information
is used.
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Figure 4.15: Example 1, a couple of overlapping images used to test CI. Fea-
tures are Harris features.
First, we compare the covariance weighted (CW) cost function J (H) to the re-
projection (RP) cost function, reproduced below, for a set of overlapping images
in Figure 4.15 and 4.16. Covariance intersection is applied to image features used
in the weighted cost function. The features are Harris corners and the number is
kept low for clarity. The cost functions are minimised using the LM optimisation
algorithm with a severely corrupted initial estimate. Please note that all images







Table 4.2 gives the back projection error ebp from the final iteration. We can see
that taking feature location uncertainty into account to weight the influence of
features does yield a better final result. The ebp for the weighted estimated is more
than 3 times less compared to the reprojection error cost function for example 1
and 1.3 times less for example 2.
Also shown, is how employing covariance intersection to reduce feature uncertainty
impacts on the optimum value of H compared to not applying CI and using the
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Figure 4.16: Example 2. A couple of overlapping images used to test CI.






Example 1 827.3 118.7 33.1
Example 2 443.9 395.3 288.4
Table 4.2: ebp from the initial estimate and the final iteration of the two cost
functions minimised with LM. The two cost functions minimised are the co-
variance weighted eCWbp and the reprojection error cost function e
RP
bp . Data is
included for two examples, Figure 4.15 and 4.16.
original covariances. Consider Figure 4.16. We compare errors from optimised
results for the homography with and without CI for this data set. This is done for
3 diﬀerent initial conditions. The results are tabulated in Table 4.3. We optimise









Table 4.3: Average ebp of the initial estimate and the final iteration of the
covariance weighted cost function with and without CI.
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From Table 4.3, we can see that in all three examples reduction in the covariance
impacts the optimum value for H favourably as compared to keeping the original
covariance from the grey scale image. By reducing the uncertainty around features
we give them more influence on the estimation of the parameters and so more
information is used.
Results from H∞ Filter
We now apply our filter to a set of real images to estimate their inter-image ho-
mography given in Figure 4.15 and 4.16. We provide the same initial estimate
to our filter as provided to the covariance weighted optimisation estimates. We
iterate the filter through the same number of matches.
The ebp at each iteration for example in Figure 4.15 is displayed in Figure 4.17. We
can see how after an initial divergence the error reduces to almost a steady state
value. We employ the strategy of ”iterate and check” where we check after each
iteration if the solution is improved or not. The filter yields an optimum solution
with a back projection error of 3.32, 30 times less compared to the optimisation
using covariance weighted cost functions. The error is almost 10 times less for
example in Figure 4.16. The back projection error at each iteration is given in
Figure 4.18.
For a through analysis of our filtering scheme, we apply it to images from Oxford’s
data set [73]. We compare nonlinear optimisation of the reprojection error cost
function and covariance weighted cost function with CI to the H∞ filter where
uncertainty is quantified using the feature uncertainty covariances from CI. Table
4.4 gives ebp from all the techniques. We use three data sets and estimate the
homography between two overlapping images. The data sets include Wedham
College (Figure 4.19), Merton College (Figure 4.20) and University Library (Figure
4.21).
From tabulated results we can conclude that the H∞ filter outperforms both the
back projection error minimisation (eRPbp ) and covariance weighted (e
CW
bp ) minimi-
sation for all the three data sets. The diﬀerences are substantial in almost all the
cases. The covariance weighted optimisation technique performs better than the
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Figure 4.17: Average ebp for each estimation of H at every iteration for images
in Figure 4.15.








14907 684.4 232.0 42.2
385.4 542.89 505.51 213.8
708.0 934.5 766.7 39.4
30.1 780.3 731.7 20.5
Merton College I
26966.0 684.0 689.0 14.2
644.3 716.0 716.0 12.3
University Library
10403 7635 654 37.49
5755 571.9 335.7 57.3
Table 4.4: Comparing H∞ to non linear optimisation of two cost functions: re-
projection error cost function and covariance weighted cost function. Corrupted
initial estimates are fed to all three techniques.
reprojection error optimisation in all but once instance (Merton College 1). The
H∞ filtering technique though outperforms all techniques for all examples.
Comparison of L∞ with L2 based Filter
Finally, we compare the H∞ filter to the ubiquitous Kalman filter which minimises
the L2 norm. The Kalman filter is named after Rudolf E. Kalman one of its most
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Figure 4.18: Average ebp for each estimation of H at every iteration for images
in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.19: Wedham College.
famous inventors [96]. It is mostly applicable to linear systems with Gaussian pro-
cess and observation noise therefore allowing an analytical solution to the Bayesian
prediction and update step, although a version dealing with non-linear systems is
also available [97].
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Figure 4.20: Merton College I
Figure 4.21: University Library
As a recursive algorithm, the Kalman Filter is a set of equations that provides an
eﬃcient means to estimate the state of a process by minimising the mean of the
squared error of these states. The Kalman filter equation are given below [82].










Pk = (I +Kkbk)Pk−1 (4.38)
where Kk is the gain and Pk is the covariance matrix. The variable hˆk contains the
parameters ofH and C and b are the system and measurement matrix, respectively.
Equation (4.36) is the posteriori state estimation and is simply the latest prediction
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is the Kalman gain and is chosen to minimise the squared error of the estimate.
Equation 4.38 is the covariance matrix that defines the uncertainty in the system
states.
Diﬀerence between the Kalman filter and H∞ filter The Kalman filter
assumes that the process has known dynamics and that inputs follow known sta-
tistical properties. These assumptions, however, do not hold for most of the state
estimation problems [98]. In such a case, if the Kalman filter is applied then the
optimal performance is not guaranteed. The L∞ based filter, on the other hand,
does not make any assumptions about the noise characteristics and instead of min-
imising the mean square error, as done in the Kalman filter, minimises the∞-norm
error. In such a way, it minimises the worst-case scenario. It has been shown that
an ∞-norm based filter is less sensitive to parameter variations [98].
Figure 4.22 gives ebp for each estimation of the homography at every iteration
for the H∞ filter with uncertainty and the Kalman filter without uncertainty for
example in Figure 4.16. It is clear from the chart that the L∞ norm filter performs
better at each iteration and is gradually reducing the error. This shows the ability
of the∞-norm filter performs better at each iteration and is gradually reducing the
error. For completeness, Figure 4.23 gives ebp at each iteration with no uncertainty
in the H∞ filter. It can be seen from the figure that the ∞-norm filter is more
stable compared to the Kalman filter and gives a lower overall error value.
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Figure 4.22: Comparing ebp at each iteration of H∞ filter with uncertainty to
Kalman filter.



















Figure 4.23: Comparing ebp at each iteration of H∞ filter with no uncertainty
to Kalman filter.
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4.4 Robust Coupled Filter
Up till now we have only computed geometric transformation H between overlap-
ping images. Another transformation to be considered is the photometric trans-
formation that often exists between images of the same scene. Two major sources
of photometric diﬀerence are automatic camera adjustments, i.e., automatic gain
control and illumination change, i.e., due to variation in lighting or relative motion
between the camera. Figure 4.24 gives an example of two overlapping images with
photometric diﬀerences caused by change in illumination and camera motion.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Photometric diﬀerence due to change in lighting and camera
motion.
In this section, we extend our L∞ norm based filtering scheme to incorporate pho-
tometric registration. Therfore, in essence, we produce a filter that simultaneously
estimates the geometric and photometric transformation between images.
4.4.1 The Photometric Model
We use a linear photometric model, since it is adequate for the types of deforma-
tions brought about by change in camera positions [1]. The model treats each of
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the three colour channels independently. Within each channel, the variation be-
tween the two images is modelled as a linear transformation, having 2 parameters:
a multiplicative term α and an additive term β [1].


























relates to the second image. This model requires 6 parameters in total
to be estimated which can be determined from regression. A minimum number of
6 equations is required and since it is a linear system, it can be broken up into 3
line-fit models. Accurately estimating the parameters requires that image features
between images are matched without outliers.
Figure 4.25 gives an example where photometric transformation is applied to the
image in Figure 4.25(a) from image in Figure 4.25(b). The result of this transfor-
mation is apparent in Figure 4.25(c), especially near the pathways. Figure 4.26
show the 2D line fit for each channel of the photometric model. As is obvious, the
least squares technique tries to fit the best curve to the ”available data”. Further-
more, there are uncertainties in intensities between same pixels in diﬀerent images
that cannot be explained by the photometric model, i.e, modelling uncertainty.
4.4.2 H∞ Simultaneous Geo-photometric Registration
To compensate for modelling uncertainty, we use the H∞ filter developed previ-
ously and estimate the homographic and the photometric transformation between
two images, simultaneously. The filter’s inherent capabilities allow us to estimate
parameters of diﬀering models by coupling two or more systems together both with
modelling and measurement uncertainty.
We include the linear model for estimating the photometric model with the one
used for estimating H (Equation (4.5)). This is given as follows
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.25: Photometric transformation of left hand image to right hand
image. (a) and (b) Original images. (c) Geo-photometric transformed images.

x y 1 0 0 0 −xx￿ −yx￿ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −x −y −1 xyi yy￿ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g1 1 0 0


















where h contains the parameters of H and
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Figure 4.26: Line fit to intensity data of all three channels for example given
in Figure 4.25 using linear regression. There is almost a linear relationship as











The coupled system is clearly discernable. Adding uncertainty into the system
leads to
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
x˜ y˜ 1 0 0 0 −x˜x˜￿ −y˜x˜￿ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −x˜ −y˜ −1 x˜y˜i y˜y˜￿ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rˆ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 gˆ 1 0 0


















where m˜ = m+∆m.
Using the same filtering equations as in Section 4.3.3, we can solve the above
system for a robust h and g.
Experimental analysis Here, we give results highlighting the capabilities of the
coupled H∞ filter to estimate geometric and photometric transformations. We will
use geometric error as a metric for comparison between the regression technique
and the coupled filter for estimation of the photometric model. We will additionally
compare results of estimation of H from the H∞ filter and LM using ebp.
Figure 4.27 gives an example where geo-photometric registration is applied to two
overlapping images. We show the mosaiced image before and after photometric
transformation. The goodness of H is self evident from how good the mosaic
is. Nonetheless, ebp is given in Table 4.5 and proves again that the filter is more
robust compared to LM. The eﬀect of the photometric transformation is visible,
more so near the hut where a smooth transition is visible, Figure 4.27(b). As a
measure of comparison for photometric registration we use the oﬀset error as given
in Figure 4.28. This allows use to compare the filter based technique to the simple
regression one. For the example given in Figure 4.27 the summed oﬀset error from
all three channels is 960.58 for the regression based technique and 498.39 for the







Table 4.5: Comparing ebp for H∞ and non linear optimisation of reprojection
cost function for estimation of H between images in Figure 4.27.
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(a) (b)






























































Figure 4.27: Example 1 using the coupled filter. (a) Mosaic without photomet-
ric registration. (b) Mosaic with photometric registration. (c) Comparing line
fits from linear regression and H∞ filter.
Figure 4.29 is another example where geo-photometric registration is applied to two
overlapping images. Again, the eﬀects of photometric transformation are evident.
The colour of the rocky surface is more smooth after transformation as compared
to before. In terms of the oﬀset error, the filter gives a value of 434.38 whereas the
regression baed technique gives an error of 484.38, a value which is 10%, Figure
4.29(c). Table 4.6 gives ebp comparing H∞ filter and LM optimisation. The filter





Figure 4.28: The oﬀset error. It is computed as the Euclidean distance from
the point to the corresponding point on the line fit.








Table 4.6: Comparing ebp for H∞ and non linear optimisation of reprojection
cost function for estimation of H between images in Figure 4.29.
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(a) (b)



























































Figure 4.29: Example 2 using the coupled filter. (a) Mosaic without photomet-
ric registration. (b) Mosaic with photometric registration. (c) Comparing line
fits from linear regression andH∞ filter.
4.5 Robust Time Varying H Estimation
In Section 4.2, we alluded to the point that the recursive least squares technique
allows time varying parameter estimation. This ability enables the tracking of
changing parameters as the conditions of the system change, i.e., the relative po-
sitions of the camera’s change (especially in cooperative mosaicing scenarios).
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Here, we apply our the H∞ filter to track changing homographies in the presence
of modelling and measurement uncertainties. To do this, we introduce a new
recursive formulation.
4.5.1 New Recursive Formulation For Use in Filtering
Consider Equation (4.5). The system matrix C contains values of b, our measure-
ment. Therefore we have a case where our system matrix is in someway a function
of our measurement. This is not the ideal filter form and has to be fixed.
Consider Equation (2.5), by re-arranging and writing in full, we get
x
￿
(ux+ vy + s) = r1x+ r2y + tx (4.43)
y
￿
(ux+ vy + s) = r2x+ r3y + ty (4.44)
or
r1x+ r2y − x￿ux− x￿vy − x￿s = −tx (4.45)
r3x+ r4y − y￿ux− y￿vy − y￿s = −ty (4.46)
or in matrix form
 x y O −xx￿ −yx￿ −x￿















where O is (0 0). The measurement equation now contains the translational pa-
rameters of H and we are left with estimating the remaining 7 parameters. Using
this formulation, we have done away with the problem of the odd filter form. This
formulation, however, requires that the translation parameters of the mapping be
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known. Since we are considering no prior knowledge of the camera parameters and
how the image acquisition device moves, these have to be determined before hand.
Estimating The Translations
Consider Figure 4.30 where a set of data points (set no.1) is transformed using a
known projective homography into set no.2. It can be seen from the figure that
set no.1 has been geometrically transformed by a translation, scale change and
minor rotations. Now if we were to take a point in data set no.2 and subtract its
location from the corresponding point in data set no.1, we will get the dominant
translations. Using the diﬀerence method we get the determined translations as tx
= -0.32 and ty = 13.57 (true translations are, tx = 10 and ty = 30). As expected, a
significant disparity exists between the true translations and the evaluated trans-
lations. This is because the computed translations contain the eﬀect of scaling and
rotations. Therefore a method is required to remove these influences.























Data set 2 transformed from Data set 1 throught a projective homography
Figure 4.30: A set of data points (left hand image) geometrically transformed
using a known planar homography into data set no. 2 (right hand image).
Incidentally, using the least squares solution to estimate H with these corrupted
translations will yield the best possible answer that will depend on how far the
values are from the true translations.
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It is assumed that the eﬀects of scale are the most influential. The discrepancies
caused by the rotations are minimum since we are considering our image acquisition
device will not be undergoing major rotation. We, need then, to eliminate the
scaling eﬀects which in essence requires us to know the scaling factor and then
use the diﬀerence method to obtain the translations. One way of obtaining the
characteristic scale is to use scale space representation as done in [57] and [62].
This procedure is however very involved and time consuming.
Another method which is simpler and much quicker, is to normalise the points.
This method involves translating the points so that their centroid is at the origin,
followed by an isotropic scaling [84].
Let x be a 2D point in homogenous coordinates. Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2)
we can normalise the points. The translations evaluated using normalised points,
when assembled in our new formulation to estimate H using least squares, yields a
significantly better transformation compared to using unnormalised points. This is
quantified by ebp. Using normalised points the error is 1.6 and when using unnor-
malised points it is a significant 6 times more. This error is likely to increase when
translations are in the order of magnitude of 2 and greater and the characteristic
scale between the images is large. For example, for the same scale factor as in
the synthetic data used in Figure 4.30 but with a 10 times bigger translations, the
back projection error is 25 times more for the unnormalised case.
4.5.2 H∞ Based Time Varying Estimation of H
A truly appealing characteristic of using a filter is its ability to track time varying
parameters. This is known as time varying parameter estimation. In the context of
image mosaicing, if we have an imaging system which captures images for mosaicing
at certain instances but not necessarily fixed instances or the acquisition system
does not move a fixed amount each time, the mapping that will relate an image
to another image will not be the same. Using linear estimation techniques as
described in [24] and [1], an estimate of H can be obtained but the process can be
computationally intensive.
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We use the L∞ norm based technique introduced previously and apply it to time
varying H estimation using the equations given in Section 4.3.3. As previously
done, we model Equation (4.47) with the uncertainty ∆.
Experimental analysis We start oﬀ by showing time varying H estimation
using synthetic data.
Figure 4.31 shows a group of data points which are consequently mapped through
variable H, i.e., set no.1 is mapped to set no.2 using H1, set no.2 is mapped to
set no.3 using H2 and so on. Every consecutive homography is diﬀerent from the
previous one as changes are incorporated into the translations, rotations and scale.
So for every time step we try to estimate the varyingH using data points which fall
under this mapping. We would like to do this with as little computational eﬀort as
possible, using the least amount of measurements. We show how accurately each
varying H is estimated by back projecting the points and visualising how they line
up to the original data. It is seen that by using only one measurement we can
track time varying parameters using the robust filtering method. Also shown is
ebp (bottom right figure) which is below 1 for each successive estimation of the
mapping.
Figure 4.32 is another example with synthetic data, but with added system un-
certainty of order of magnitude 2. It can be seen that the filter does well to cope
with time-varying estimation of successive H in the presence of uncertainty.
Now we apply the filter to real world image data taken from moving cameras to
estimate the underlying homographies. We do not display the feature matches for
sake of clarity.
Figure 4.33 shows a sequence of images taken by a moving camera. The transla-
tional movement is obvious. We estimate the H between the consecutive images
using our H∞ recursive technique. We also add pixel error of order of magnitude
1 into our system matrix. It can be seen that the final mosaic is well aligned, even
with system uncertainty. Figure 4.33(b) tracks the average back projection error
at each iteration. From it, it can be seen how the filter manages to converge within
10 iterations and keep the error at a low value even in the presence of uncertainty.
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Homographies between consecutive synthetic images changing







Estimation of parameter varying H by Linfinity













Back projection at each time step
Figure 4.31: Synthetic data used to highlight the eﬀectiveness of our technique
in tracking time varying parameters of H. Top image shows a sequence of data
points transformed using changing homographies, bottom left visualises the points
back projected and bottom right reveals the average back projection error.
Figure 4.34 gives result for the Wedham College data set [73]. As in the previous
example, the filter does well to track the changing parameters between the second
and third image, and after a brief divergence ebp settles to a steady state value.
When the fourth image is added the filter also copes well and maintains a low error
value. In fact, it keeps reducing it, though only slightly, Figure 4.34(b). The final
mosaic is well aligned, Figure 4.34(a).
Figure 4.35 gives results for BAE Systems data set. Again the filter does well to
track changing H, as seen in Figure 4.35(b). After an initial divergence, with more
feature iterations, ebp converges to a relatively low value. The final mosaic is well
aligned.
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Homographies between consecutive synthetic images changing







Estimation of parameter varying H by Linfinity












Back projection at each time step
Figure 4.32: Synthetic data used to highlight the eﬀectiveness of L∞ technique
in tracking time varying parameters of H with added system uncertainty. Top
image shows a sequence of data points transformed using changing homogra-
phies, bottom left visualises the points back projected and bottom right reveals
the average back projection error.
4.6 Bundle Adjustment vs. The Filters
The optimisation algorithm LM described in detail in Appendix A is used ex-
tensively in literature [24, 85] as standard. With a small number of parameters
to be optimised, this implementation is suitable in terms of cost. Minimising a
cost function with a large number of parameter, however, becomes computationally
expensive. This is because the central step of LM, the solution of the normal equa-
tions, has complexity N3 in the number of parameters and this step is a repetitive
step [24].
There, however, exists a sparse block structure for the normal equations matrix
that can be taken advantage of to reduce computational costs. We use the same
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Figure 4.33: Example 1 of time-varying H estimation using the time-varying
properties of H∞ filter. (a) Images from a moving camera and the consequent
image mosaic. (b) ebp between consecutive frames. Left side figure gives error
between image 2 and 3, right side figure gives error between image 3 and 4.
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(a)

























Figure 4.34: Example 2 of time-varying H estimation using the time-varying
properties of L∞ filter on the Wedham College data set. (a) Images from a
moving camera and the consequent image mosaic. (b) ebp between consecutive
frames. Left side figure gives error between image 2 and 3, right side figure gives
error between image 3 and 4.
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(a)





















Figure 4.35: Example 3 of time-varying H estimation using the time-varying
properties of L∞ filter on BAE systems data set. (a) Images from a moving
camera and the consequent image mosaic. (b) ebp between consecutive frames.
Left side figure gives error between image 2 and 3, right side figure gives error
between image 3 and 4.
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idea to implement an optimisation technique to estimate globally consistent ho-
mographies between 2 or more views. Before this we, introduce the sparse LM
algorithm.
Let ζ be a function that maps a parameter vector τ ￿ Rm to a measurement vector
πˆ = ζ (τ), πˆ ￿ Rn. Initial estimates for τ0 and π are provided and the vector τ ∗
that best satisfies ζ locally, i.e., minimises the squared distance εT ε with ε = π− πˆ





. Corresponding to this, the Jacobian matrix J has a block structure
of the form J = [A|B] where Jacobian submatrices are defined by
A = [∂πˆ/∂c] (4.48)
B = [∂πˆ/∂d] . (4.49)




 = ε. (4.50)
If J obeys a sparseness condition then a computational advantage is to be had
using the block structure. Suppose the measurement matrix π can be broken up
into pieces as π = (π1, π2, ..., πn). Similarly, suppose that the parameter vector τ
may be divided up as τ = (τ1, τ2, ..., τn). The estimated value of πi corresponding
to a given assignment of parameters is denoted by πˆi. The sparseness assumption
then is that, each πˆi is dependent on c and di only, but not on the parameters dj.
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In this form each step of the LM algorithm requires computation time linear in n.
Without the spareness assumption the computation time can have complexity of
order n3 [24].
4.6.1 Application to H Estimation
We have previously applied LM for estimation of H between two images. Fol-
lowing the foregoing discussion, we can simultaneously estimate H and optimum




with limited computational cost by
minimising the reprojection error cost function, Equation (2.7).
We define a measurement vector πi =
￿
xT,x






￿T￿￿, where xˆi are estimated values of the feature points and h
is a vector of parameters of H.
The Jacobian matrices for this case take the special form









The form of the J for this case is best described visually as in Figure 4.36. Here,
we are estimating the parameters of the homography between two images and the




. This type of simultaneous estimation
is called bundle adjustment (BA) [99, 100]. The sparse structure of the Jacobian
matrix is obvious. This is because it is assumed that feature locations are indepen-
dent of other features. This therefore leads to a desired reduction in computational
eﬀort.








Figure 4.36: Sparse structure of the Jacobian matrix estimating H between two
cameras. The white spaces denote zeros and the grey blocks denote derivatives.
4.6.2 Comparison to The Filters
We compare BA technique to the Kalman and H∞ filter in term of speed and
accuracy in the presence of noise. The filter equations are given in Section 4.3.3
and 4.3.4 and will not be reproduced here.
Experimental analysis We use the image data set given in Figure 4.37, which
is taken by a rotating camera. We use ebp to quantify performance.
Starting oﬀ with very good initial conditions, BA performs better than the two
filters. A percentage decrease in ebp of 50% on average is seen for the two con-
secutive H (Figure 4.37), whereas the filters shows an average increase in 200%
in error. Now, with a slightly corrupted initial condition of order of magnitude
-3, the filters perform much better than the BA. (It is important to note that the
homography is very sensitive to noise). A percentage decrease in ebp of almost
100% on average is seen. The percentage decrease in ebp for the bundle adjustment
is just 7%. Also, the H∞ filter performs better than the Kalman filter by 25%. In
terms of running costs, the bundle adjustment technique requires almost 30 times
more time to converge compare to the filters. Values for ebp are given in Table 4.7.
Figure 4.38 shows the structure of the Jacobian matrix for this example. The
black spaces are indices with zero value gradients. We are estimating H for three
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Figure 4.37: Image set of an indoor environment. These images are used to









H12 1.66 0.99 5.83 4.10
H23 1.38 0.53 4.03 5.11
With corruption
H12 1270.2 993.9 4.70 2.54
H23 1428.0 977.6 4.10 3.83
Table 4.7: ebp values from comparison BA, Kalman filter and H∞ filter on
image data given in Figure 4.37. H12 refers to homography between Image 1
and 2 and H23 refers to homography between Image 2 and 3.
consecutive images captured via a moving camera. The J consists of two Hs and
points from three images.
Figure 4.39 is another example where the images are taken by a moving camera
in an outdoor environment. Much of the same conclusions are drawn for this data
set as previously. The BA technique performs well for good initial conditions.
A percentage decrease in ebp of almost a 100% on average is seen for the two
consecutiveH, whereas the filters show an average increase of 80%. With a slightly
corrupted initial estimate of order of magnitude -3, the filters perform better than
BA. A percentage decrease of almost 100% on average between the three frames is
seen for the filters, whereas for BA the decrease is less than 70%. Again, the H∞
filter performs better than the Kalman filter giving a reduction in error of more
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Figure 4.38: Sparse form of the J for two Hs and image feature points. The
black spaces indicate zeros and the white lines indicate derivates.
Figure 4.39: Image data set of outdoor environment taken using a moving
camera. These images are used to compare BA and Kalman filter for estimation.
than 25% compared to it. Values are given in Table 4.8. Furthermore, the time
taken by BA for estimation is more than 70 times more compared to the filters.









H12 0.89 0.01 1.71 1.59
H23 0.55 0.01 1.22 0.56
With corruption
H12 434.57 151.85 1.71 1.32
H23 471.65 61.41 13.04 9.88
Table 4.8: ebp values from comparison of BA, Kalman filter and H∞ filter on
image data given in Figure 4.39. H12 refers to homography between Image 1 and
2 and H23 refers to homography between Image 2 and 3.
4.7 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, robust techniques to estimate 2D homography H are introduced.
We outlined a RLS technique for updating H for a moving platform that is also
capable of tracking changing parameters of the homography.
A novel technique that uses information from all three channels of an RGB im-
age to reduce feature location uncertainty is developed by applying covariance
intersection. It is shown that by reducing uncertainty better estimates of H are
obtained. We have applied a novel H∞ filtering scheme that takes into account
system modelling uncertainties to homography estimation and have shown it to be
very successful. This is done in context of simultaneous estimation of geometric
and photometric transformation of images and also time varying estimation of H.
We have applied a sparse Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation algorithm for esti-
mation using the sparseness assumption and showed that it gives good results for
global optimisation of parameters of H and feature locations, but fails in the pres-
ence of error. This technique is compared to the H∞ and Kalman filter approach,




In this chapter, we introduce techniques for swift 3D scene reconstruction. We
begin by introducing a novel image feature matching technique based in the 3D
space. This involves knowing the position of the camera’s with respect to each
other and determining the viewing overlap between them. Then by projection into
the image plane of each camera, we can have relative search regions in which to look
for feature matches between images. This has the advantage of reducing matching
time and increasing precision, since the chance of false matching is reduced. We
include this methodology in this section and not in Chapter 3 which deals with
features matches, since it is set in the 3D domain. This is the explicit topic of this
chapter.
Then, we introduce a 3D scene reconstruction algorithm that uses homographic
line matching to solve the correspondence problem between images. We use the
lines to do a semi-dense reconstruction and compare it to a full reconstruction of
the scene in terms of time and visualisation.
Recently, applications of 3D scene recovery from two or more images have become
prevalent. From model building to navigation their uses extend to a variety of
domains [53, 101–109].
Due to advances in computational power and programming tools, scene reconstruc-
tion on a large scale is presently being attempted. One such algorithm recovering
the scene in 3-space from a large collection of data is given in [101]. It is capable
of scene reconstruction from a large collection of images in less than a day using
parallel running modules. In [110], skeletal graphs are used to reduce the large
collection of images only to ones which suﬃciently represent a scene and therefore
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reduce processing times. They show a relative increase in eﬃciency by an order of
magnitude of one. A direct method based on spatio-temporal image gradients for
ego-motion and depth recovery of a scene is given in [103].
In [111], a fast real time 3D reconstruction algorithm from video sequences is
proposed combined with an ego-motion module. It uses an eﬃcient large-scale
stereo matching technique given in [112] that builds priors over the disparity sparse,
therefore reducing matching ambiguities. Model reconstruction from video streams
captured on a compact camera is shown in [113]. Here, Harr wavelet responses
are used to generate an edge map for use in geometry estimation. A review of 3D
reconstruction from video sequences is given in [114].
Underwater scene reconstruction is tackled in [115]. Here, a wide base-line stereo
rig attachable to an autonomous underwater vehicle is used to compute a sparce
reconstruction of underwater structures. The reconstruction can be used interac-
tively to plot maps for further missions. Additionally, interactive 3D reconstruction
tools are given in [116, 117], though require significant input from the user.
Photo tourism is a relatively new application of 3D scene reconstruction. It allows
exploring photo collections in 3-space as done in [118] for data sets downloaded
from Flickr and in [108] where an accuracy assessment is carried out on an online
point cloud generator from uploaded images. Similar technology is also presented
in [119]. Here, a collection of unstructured 2D images from a search can be reg-
istered, reconstructed and shown to the end user in an interactive interface. The
interface also makes it easy to construct photo tours of scenic or historic loca-
tions. Although eﬀective, the structure from motion module slows as the number
of images increases.
Stereo based reconstruction is used for surveying structures in [120] to assess dam-
age and maintenance schedules. Robust stereo matching using cost aggregation
is given in [121] where pixels outside segmented areas of the image are treated as
outliers. The technique shows good results compared to global stereo correspon-
dence algorithms. A discussion on global versus local methods is given in [55]. A
quasi-dense correspondence algorithm for use in surface reconstruction from un-
calibrated images is given in [122]. Here, standard feature matches between two
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images are used as seed points to look for more potential matches. They show
good results for facial reconstruction.
Use of stereo algorithms for modelling urban scenes using meshes and geometric
primitives is given in [123]. Making use of common characteristics of man made
structures, namely piecewise planar structures, they propose a sampling technique
to divide the mesh into primitive and mesh components. Application of this to
complex structures shows good results in decent time. Piecewise planar models of
scenes are built in [124, 125] and are well suited to modelling urban environments.
Similar to this, [126] uses the ”Manhattan world” assumption that all surfaces are
aligned with three dominant axis. This greatly simplifies the complexities of the
representation. Again based on urban scene assumptions, [127] constructs building
interiors using images to a good degree. Aerial reconstruction is attempted in [128]
using GPU based dynamic programming. Here too, structural assumptions of a
city environment are made for urban scene modelling, and is done in good time.
Urban scene representation using meshes can also be done using laser scanners,
which although eﬀective, are costly [129, 130]. Environmental modelling combining
lasers scans and video streams is achieved in [131] where texture is added to the
planes from image data. Something similar is done in [132] where 2D vertical scans
of city facades and images gathered from a moving car in normal traﬃc conditions
are used. The large amounts of data is divided into psuedo-linear segments for
easy handling, which are then processed individually.
Accurate 3D textured models using a monocular camera are given in [133] and
[134]. In the latter, an automatic urban landscape reconstruction tool is built
which uses textured planar surfaces to model the structures. Textured surface
reconstruction of non-rigid shapes is given in [135] from a monocular camera.
Using a learning algorithm, which relies on intensity patterns and local shapes,
low textured objects are reconstructed.
Shape retrieval is also done by approximating the visual hull of the observed struc-
ture. The visual hull is an outer approximation computed as the intersection of
visual cones from all image silhouettes [136, 137]. A combination of reconstruction
from shape from silhouettes and stereo is proposed in [138], where the reconstruc-
tion problem is cast into a convex variational problem with consistency constraints.
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Dynamic scene reconstruction by segmenting background and foregrounds is done
in [139]. Using a novel matting technique foregrounds are separated from multiple
views and then projected into the 3D space. The problem of image synchronisation
for dynamic object reconstruction using visual hulls is studied in [140]. Here, the
requirements for such a system are put forward based on test cases.
5.1 IMU Guided Feature Matching
We have included the guided feature matching technique here as it is based in
the 3D space. The basic premise behind the proposed technique is that if relative
position and orientation between two or more camera’s is known plus their intrinsic
calibration parameters, we can determine the viewing overlap of the cameras. This
means we can isolate the common area viewed by the images taken by each camera.
Knowing this information can help reduce the search region when looking for fea-
ture matches between the images, leading to increase in matching accuracy and
eﬃciency. We propose using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) based technique
to determine the relative positions and orientations of the cameras.
Below we give a brief introduction to IMUs followed by a description of the algo-
rithm and experimental analysis with real data.
5.1.1 Introduction to IMUs
Inertial navigation is a self-contained navigation technique that uses measurements
from accelerometers and gyroscopes to track position and orientation of an object
relative to a known starting point. They typically contain three orthogonal rate
gyroscopes and three orthogonal accelerometers measuring angular rates and linear
accelerations, respectively. By processing outputs from these sensors it is possible
to track the position and orientation of a device with reasonable accuracy.
IMUs generally fall into one of two categories, i.e., stable platform systems or
strapdown systems. The diﬀerence between the two categories is the frame of
reference in which the gyroscopes and accelerometers operate. Briefly, in stable
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platform systems the sensors are mounted on a platform isolated from any external
rotation keeping it aligned with the global frame. Figure 5.1 gives a stable platform
IMU unit. Note the gimbals in the illustration which allow the platform freedom
in all three axes. Please refer to [141] for an in-depth explanation of the how stable
platform systems work.
Figure 5.1: A stable platform IMU.
In a strapdown system, the inertial sensors are mounted onto the device (Figure 5.2,
so outputting values are measured in the body frame instead of the global frame.
The orientation is determined by integrating the signal from the rate gyroscopes.
To track position, the three accelerometers are resolved into global coordinates
using orientations determined from the gyroscopes. The global acceleration signals
are then also integrated. The procedure is shown in Figure 5.3
5.1.2 Guided Feature Matching - Methodology
From Chapter 2, we know that a projective transformation from world coordinates
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Figure 5.2: An example of a strapdown IMU unit
Figure 5.3: Strapdown inertial navigation algorithm
where K is the matrix of internal parameters, R and C˜ are the rotation matrix and
camera centre in world coordinates, respectively. An inverse of this transformation
to 3-space is a point to line mapping. We therefore require triangulation of a
corresponding feature to exactly locate it in the 3D world, Figure 5.4.
We can use a similar method to identify the field of view of a camera. From
Equation (2.3) we can define the X and Y locations in 3-space as
X = −x0 + Zx/f
Y = −y0 + Zy/f,
(5.2)
where x0 and y0 are the principal point oﬀsets, f is the camera focal length and x
and y are pixel coordinates. Note that we are assuming that the world coordinate
frame aligns with the camera coordinate frame.
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By knowing our camera parameters we know the size of the image in terms of
pixels that will be produced. Using maximum and minimum of the locations of
the pixels, i.e., its periphery, we can estimate roughly the field of view for a given
depth Z. Figure 5.4 gives an example where a field of view (FOV) is created in

























Figure 5.4: A cameras FOV in 3-space at a certain depth Z.






















Figure 5.5: Variation in the FOV as depth is varied.
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Illustrative example With the help of an example, we explain how to use FOVs
in 3-space to match image feature between overlapping views.
Consider Figure 5.6 where three overlapping images are taken by a rotating camera
with a pan of ± 30 degrees. Images are taken by a uEye camera with an f of -
830.43 mm and x0 and y0 of 674.25 mm and 508.20 mm, respectively [53]. Using
this information and the camera parameters, we construct FOVs for all the three
images in 3-space as described in the previous section. This is illustrated in Figure
5.7.
Figure 5.6: Set of three images taken from a uEye camera with a pan of ± 30
degrees.
We then locate the various points of intersections where the FOVs overlap each
other using Equation (5.3) below.
(Ix, Iy) =
￿
(x1y2 − y1x2)(x3 − x4)− (x1 − x2)(x3y4 − y3x4)
(x1 − x2)(y3 − y4)− (y1 − y2)(x3 − x4) , (5.3)
(x1y2 − y1x2)(y3 − y4)− (y1 − y2)(x3y4 − y3x4)
(x1 − x2)(y3 − y4)− (y1 − y2)(x3 − x4)
￿
This expression finds the point of intersection (Ix, Iy) between a line segment la
given by points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) and a segment lb given by (x3, y3) and (x4, y4).
Note that this solution gives the point of intersection for infinitely long lines but
























Figure 5.7: Illustrating FOV in 3-space for the three views in Figure 5.6.
only two points for each line segments are required. In our implementation, the
line segments start from the principal points x0 and y0 are extended till Z. This
solution will work for any values of Z.
This way we can identify an area of commonality between the views by connecting
the point of intersections with a circular region as in Figure 5.8. We then project
this region of overlap back into the image coordinates using Equation 5.1 and
extract image features for just this section of the image, Figure 5.9. This helps
in reducing computational costs of extracting and then consequently matching
features. Furthermore, it also helps in greatly reducing the potential for false
matches.
Using the projected areas of overlap, we can process just this area of the image and
extract features over them, as shown in Figure 5.10 for the left and central image.
It is obvious that the technique does well in isolating the areas of overlap between
the images. For completeness, Figure 5.11 shows features extracted over all the
image for the left and central image. A number of useless features are present that
cannot be matched between the images.
























Figure 5.8: Illustrating area of commonality between the views in 3-space. The
region enclosed in the blue oval is the area of overlap.
Left Image Central Image Right Image
Figure 5.9: Areas common to the diﬀerent views is projected back into the
image coordinates.
Figure 5.12 and 5.13 give the time taken for extraction and matching with and
without IMU assisted feature matching. Assisted IMU feature extraction is 4%
faster compared to non IMU extraction. In terms of feature matching, assisted
IMU is more than 55% faster compared to non IMU based feature matching.
Knowing the relative positions of the camera and its intrinsic parameters we can
perform IMU guided feature matching. The computational complexities of deter-
mining the regions of overlap are simple only requiring line intersection, as shown
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Left Image Central Image
Figure 5.10: Harris features extracted and matched only in the area of overlap
for the left image and the central image.
Left Image Central Image
Figure 5.11: Harris features extracted and matched over all the image area.
in Equation (5.3) and are easy to implement. Furthermore, since most, if not all,
unmanned vehicles are fitted with IMU units, this technique is a viable alternative
solution for fast feature matching.
















Figure 5.12: Comparing time taken to ”extract” Harris features from the entire

















Figure 5.13: Comparing time taken to ”match” Harris features from the entire
image area and isolated image area using IMU assistance.
5.2 Semi Dense 3D Scene Reconstruction
3D scene reconstruction from images is an important topic in computer vision. It
serves many applications which include vehicular localisation and navigation and
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scene modelling for use in urban planning and virtual reality [53, 101, 102].
In this section, we introduce a semi-dense projective scene reconstruction method
from two images without the need for image rectification. Additionally, we propose
a novel homographic line based pixel matching technique that allows for fast corre-
lation of pixels, leading to dense reconstruction. Next, we outline the methodology
for 3D reconstruction from images followed by our algorithm with experimental
results.
5.2.1 Outline of 3D Reconstruction
We introduced the Fundamental matrix in Chapter 2 that encapsulates the geom-
etry of a scene visible to two images. A method to compute it and to extract the
camera matrices from it is also given. Here, we include a general method for scene
reconstruction, known as triangulation, given two camera matrices P and P
￿
.
Given P and P
￿
, let x be a feature in one image and x
￿
a feature in another image
of a 3D point X satisfying the epipolar constraint x
￿TFx = 0. Geometrically, this
constraint can be interpreted as rays in space corresponding to the features. In
particular, this means that the point x
￿
lies on the epipolar line Fx (Chapter 2).
This in turn means that the two rays back-projected from points x and x
￿
line in
a common epipolar plane. This plane passes through the two camera centres [24].
Since the two points lie in a plane, they will intersect in a point X in 3D space.
This point X projects through the two cameras P and P
￿
to points x and x
￿
on
the image plane, respectively. This is shown in Figure 5.14 and given as










the 3D point X from linear triangulation method. Equation (5.4) can be manipu-
lated into the form CX = 0, an equation linear in X. Eliminating the homogenous
scale factor, we get two linearly independent equations for each corresponding
image feature. For example, for the first image
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X
xx /
Figure 5.14: Image points x and x
￿









￿− ￿p2TX￿ = 0 (5.5)













where two equations have been included for each feature from each image, giving
a total of four equations in four homogenous unknowns. We can solve for X using
SVD which also applies to an overdetermined solution.
5.2.2 Homographic Line Based Matching
Here, we introduce a novel homographic line based matching technique that al-
lows for fast and accurate pixel matching for semi-dense 3D reconstruction. The
technique does not demand image rectification as for dense or semi-dense recon-
struction [53, 102, 103] and only uses F. It is to be noted that standard techniques





Figure 5.15: Illustrating the eﬀect of image rectification. The search space is
reduced to corresponding lines.
for reconstruction use rectified images for stereo matching. By doing so, the epipo-
lar lines are aligned and one can search along the corresponding line in the other
image. Figure 5.15 illustrates this.
Our technique uses homographic lines instead of epipolar lines artificially aligned
together. It does away with the step of image rectification to solve the correspon-
dence problem for scene reconstruction. Since feature matches used to compute
F are already available, determining the homography between two images is a
straightforward task.
Details of the Algorithm
We now introduce the algorithm to solve the correspondence problem for dense or
semi-dense matching. This is done with the help of an example.
Consider two overlapping images given in Figure 5.16. The first step in using
homographic lines is to find the area of overlap between the two images. The area
of overlap between the images given in Figure 5.16 is near the bottom of the left
hand side image and near the top of the right hand side image. To determine the
area of overlap we choose one image, here the right hand side image, and populate
it with a random number of points. These random points are obtained using a
uniform distribution. Right hand side of Figure 5.17 gives an image populated
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with random points. These points are projected onto the other image through
the expression x
￿
= Hx. The homography is determined using feature matches,
as done in Chapter 3. Using the projected points we determine which points
are within the image boundaries and then using simple minmax operators on the
projected points we find the area of overlap as shown in left hand side of Figure
5.17.
Figure 5.16: A couple of overlapping images used to illustrate algorithm for
homographic lines.

























Figure 5.17: Determining area of overlap using random point projection. The
blue squares represent points projected into the area of overlap.
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After this, we divide the overlapping area in the right hand side images into seg-
ments. The number of segments depends on how dense a reconstruction is required.
Figure 5.18 shows this division for two diﬀerent segmentation values. These di-
viding lines can be projected into the other image into the area of overlap and so
a reference is established for finding the corresponding pixel, as shown in Figure
5.18. These lines we call the homographic lines.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.18: Homographic lines projected from the right hand side image to
the other image for two segmentation values.
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Once these lines are established, we can start searching for corresponding pixels
between the two images to create a semi-dense scene reconstruction. This can
be done by walking along each homographic line at a time and determining the
corresponding point in the corresponding line in the other image. In order to
confirm pixel-pixel correspondence, we use correlation. We take a small 3 × 3
patch around the pixels to be correlated p and p
￿






(p− p¯) ￿p￿ − p¯￿￿
σpσp￿
(5.7)







(pi − p¯). (5.8)
We also apply a restriction based on σ that only allows correlation if the patches
have a big enough standard deviation. Meaning that there is enough variation in
intensity in the patch. This allows us to diﬀerentiate between objects of interest
and, for example, the sky which we do not wish to reconstruct.
Experimental analysis Here we include results from our semi-dense 3D recon-
struction algorithm. The algorithm is written in C/C++ code using the OpenCV
computer vision library for programming functions and OpenGL library for pur-
poses of display. Because of the large number of reconstructed data points, we
decided to use OpenGL for visualisation.
Figure 5.19 gives an example of scene reconstruction from the set of images given
in Figure 5.16 for two diﬀerent densities of points. Figure 5.19(a) gives the full
scene reconstruction from the area of overlap, where pixel correspondences de-
termined using our homographic line method. Figure 5.19(b) gives a semi-dense
reconstruction where every fifth pixel in every fifth homgraphic line is considered.
The eﬀects of projective reconstruction are visible in both. Figure 5.20 give the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.19: 3D scene reconstruction of Figure 5.17 with two diﬀerent point
densities. (a) Full scene reconstruction. (b) Semi scene reconstruction.
time taken for reconstruction and it can be seen that semi-dense reconstruction is
more than 25% faster.











Figure 5.20: Time taken in milliseconds for full and semi scene reconstruction
of Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.21 is an example of a couple of overlapping images reconstructed in 3D.
Using random point projection we have easily determined the area of overlap and
computed the homographic lines. Figure 5.22 gives the scene reconstruction for two
diﬀerent point densities, i.e., two diﬀerent area of overlap divisions. As expected
the denser reconstruction gives a better understanding of the scene. Though at
greater computational expense, Figure 5.23. The time taken for full scene recon-
struction is 75% more compared to semi-dense reconstruction.
Figure 5.21: Illustrating homographic lines in the area of overlap.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.22: 3D scene reconstruction of Figure 5.21 with two diﬀerent point
densities. (a) Full scene reconstruction. (b) Semi scene reconstruction.
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Figure 5.23: Time taken in milliseconds for full and semi scene reconstruction
of Figure 5.21.
Figure 5.24: Showing homographic lines in the area of overlap.
Figure 5.24 is another example of a couple of overlapping images reconstructed in
3D. The area of overlap and homographic lines are shown. Figure 5.25 gives the
scene reconstruction for two diﬀerent point densities. The loss in detail is expected
with a reduction in point density, as shown. Figure 5.26 gives the time taken for
the reconstruction. The full reconstruction takes 80% more time to reconstruct
the scene.
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(a) Full scene reconstruction
(b) Semi scene reconstruction
Figure 5.25: 3D scene reconstruction of Figure 5.24 with two diﬀerent point
densities. (a) Full scene reconstruction. (b) Semi scene reconstruction.
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Figure 5.26: Time taken in milliseconds for full and semi scene reconstruction
of Figure 5.24.
5.3 Closing Gaps in the Visualisation
In the previous section, we have shown semi-dense 3D scene reconstruction using
homographic lines to solve the correspondence problem. Even when doing a dense
scene reconstruction some gaps are left. This, although, not a major issue, can
lead to an incomplete representation of the scene. When put into the context of
surveillance, the more information that can be provided to the end user the better,
allowing better judgement.
To overcome the issue of ”gaps” in the reconstruction, we propose a meshing as a
solution. Specifically, the technique is based on Delaunay triangulation. Follow-
ing, we outline what Delaunay triangulation is, after which we apply it to scene
visualisation in 3D.
5.3.1 Delaunay Triangulation
Triangulation is a major topic in computational geometry and is common to a
multitude of applications, i.e., computer graphics, scientific visualisation, robotics
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.27: Types of meshes. (a) Showing a hexagonal mesh for use in flow
modelling. (b) Showing a rectangular mesh for use in CFD. (c) Triangular mesh
also used in modelling fluid flow.
and computer vision, not to mention mathematical and natural science [142–144].
Figure 5.27 gives examples of diﬀerent types of meshes.
Delaunay triangulation is a particular triangulation defined as follows.
Definition 5.1. Given a point set Q, the Delaunay triangulation (DT) is a specific
triangulation, built on the points in Q, which specify the empty circum-circle
property: the circum circle of each simplicial cell in the triangulation does not
contain any input point q￿Q.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.28, where no points q￿Q are within the circum-circles.
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Figure 5.28: Delaunay triangulation with no points in the circum-circle given
by grey lines.
Extending this, given a point set Q in Euclidean space Ed, a k-simplex1, with
k ≤ d, is defined as the convex combination of k+1 aﬃnely independent points
in Q, called vertices of the simplex. A triangle is a 2-simplex and therefore has
3 vertices. An s-face of a simplex is the convex comibation of a subset of s+1
vertices of the simplex, i.e., a 2-face is a triangular facet.
A triangulation Γ defined on a point set Q in Ed space is the set of d-simplices
such that,
1. a point q in Ed is a vertex of a simplex in Γ if q￿Q
2. the intersection of two simplices in the triangulation Γ is either empty or a
common face
3. the set Γ is maximal. Meaning there is not any simplex that can be added
to Γ without violating the previous rules.
As previously mentioned, a triangulation Γ is a DT if the hypersphere circum-
scribing each simplex does not contain any point of the set Q [145]. Owing to the
relationship that exists between DTs and Voronoi diagrams [145], some algorithms
1k-simplex is a generalisation of the notion of a triangle to arbitrary dimensions.
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use this to construct DTs from Voronoi diagrams. However, direct construction
methods are generally more eﬃcient because of the fact that the Voronoi diagrams
do not need to be computed and stored [142, 146].
Direct DT algorithms are classified as
• local improvement, where starting with a random triangulation the algo-
rithm adjusts the faces according to the circum-circle criteria
• incremental insertion, starting with a convex hull of the points Q, these
algorithms add points one at a time
• incremental construction, where the triangulation is done by successively
building triangulations whose circum-sphere contain no points in Q
• higher dimensional embedding, consists of projecting the points into a
Ed+1 space
• divide and conquer, based on a recursive partioning and local triangula-
tion, followed by a merging of resulting triangulations.
Out of these, incremental insertion methods hold the lower worst case time com-
plexities [142]. Figure 5.29 gives an example of DT with two diﬀerent data sets
using incremental insertion.
Experimental analysis Here, we include results from application of DT to a
sparse 3D scene reconstruction to aid visualisation. Using the feature correspon-
dences between the images, we construct a DT on one of the image, here the
left hand side image. These triangular meshes are then projected into the 3D
space using the camera matrices. Texture is then applied to each patch from the
corresponding patch in the image using linear interpolation.
Figure 5.30 gives a DT visualisation of the sparse 3D structure of Figure 5.16. The
mesh is built over the sparse feature correspondences between the two overlapping
images. These are visible as black outlined triangles in Figure 5.30(a), where the
red dots are the feature points. Comparing it to the dense and semi-dense point
reconstruction, DT visualisation fills all empty spaces.
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Figure 5.29: Delaunay triangulation of two diﬀerent data sets using incremen-
tal insertion. The right hand side figure contains more points.
Figure 5.31 is an example of DT visualisation of the 3D scene from Figure 5.21.
Again, we can notice how much more information is available to the end user from
doing a mesh based visualisation plus rendering, since the gaps are filled. Figure
5.32 is another example of DT visualisation of the 3D scene from Figure 5.24 and
same conclusions are derived.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.30: Scene visualisation of Figure 5.16 using Delaunay triangulation.
(a) 2D Delaunay triangulation of sparse feature correspondences. (b) 3D scene
representation using Delaunay meshing combined with texture mapping from the
image.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.31: Scene visualisation of Figure 5.21 using Delaunay triangulation.
(a) 2D Delaunay triangulation of sparse feature correspondences. (b) 3D scene
representation using Delaunay meshing combined with texture mapping from the
image.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.32: Scene visualisation of Figure 5.24 using Delaunay triangulation.
(a) 2D Delaunay triangulation of sparse feature correspondences. (b) 3D scene
representation using Delaunay meshing combined with texture mapping from the
image.
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5.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, rapid techniques for 3D projective scene reconstruction are intro-
duced. We have developed a novel IMU assisted feature matching technique that
uses positional information of cameras provided by an autonomous platform to
locate areas of overlap between images. This can be used for accurate and fast
feature matching. Secondly, a new homographic line based 3D reconstruction tech-
nique is given that solves the correspondence problem without the need for image
rectification. This leads to a dense or semi-dense projective scene reconstruction.
We have also implemented a Delaunay mesh based visualisation of the 3D scene
to cover the gaps in the reconstruction. This yields more information to the end
user.
6Cooperative Mosaicing Methods
In this chapter, we propose methods to tackle cooperative mosaicing in the 3D
space. We consider a scenario with three autonomous ground vehicles surveying a
scene and consequently reconstructing it. For instances when the vehicles’ views
overlap, we introduce a method to detect this instance and how to merge the
reconstructions together. Autonomous platforms surveying a scene in the context
of the scenario are shown in Figure 6.1.
We also propose image feature compression based on principal components that as-
sists in communicating features between platforms with low communication costs.
We show that, decompressing the features after communication and then using
them for matching does not greatly aﬀect matching precision.
Before moving forward, we state several assumptions made in the study.
Assumptions
• Camera parameters are unknown.
• The autonomous ground vehicles are able to communicate with each other
and the main site without any restrictions.
• The vehicles are capable of decision making and autonomous navigation and
have enough computing power to carry out computational tasks, e.g., image
processing.
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Figure 6.1: A cooperative scenario with three platforms. The platforms are able
to communicate with each other and are equipped with navigation and decision
making ability.
6.1 The Scenario
First, we define the context in which cooperative 3D mosaicing is carried out.
Three autonomous ground vehicles are surveying a partially known or unknown
limited space (the problem of navigation is not solved here). Each vehicle has its
own path to traverse and survey. Figure 6.1 gives the general scenario.
During the survey there will be instances when the views of the three vehicles
will overlap. At this point, we want the vehicles to share information and use
the shared views to reconstruct the scene. At another instance, when views are
common between the platforms, we want this same process repeated and require
that this new reconstruction is merged to the former one.
Here, we propose methods to tackle issues pertaining to this task. In particular,
feature transfer between images and determining 3D scene information from three
views (image triplets) is under investigation.
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6.2 Image Feature Compression
When devising a strategy for cooperative mosaicing, attention needs to be payed
to costs of communicating necessary data between platforms. Here, we introduce
a way to compress image feature descriptors to reduce load on the communication
bandwidth. We show that even after data reduction, the features retain much
of their distinctive characteristics and are able to produce good matches across
overlapping images.
The technique used for compressing image feature data is a principal component
analysis (PCA) based strategy. Next we highlight the theory and use of this
technique to feature descriptor compression.
6.2.1 Principal Component Analysis
PCA is a procedure for determining the principal components of observed data,
i.e., the principal directions in which the data varies. It ranks in descending order
the direction of maximum variation in the data which is orthogonal to each other.
The number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original
variables.
As the components are arranged in descending order of variance, it is possible to
retain much of the information using a smaller number of principal components
than the total resulting in data compression. This reduced data can be sent, for
example, over a communication channel with a lower cost than the original data.
Then, using the principal components, the original data can be recovered by matrix
manipulations, as will be shown shortly. Furthermore, principal components of
the data can be used to display multidimensional data with a reduced number of
dimensions making it easier to analyse the data and identify relationships [147,
148].
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Mathematical Derivation
Consider a data matrix P, with zero empirical mean, where n rows represent
a sample and m columns represent the variables of the data. PCA is a linear
transformation of this data to an orthogonal subspace such that the first projection
of the data contains the largest variance of data, the second projection the second
largest variance of data and so on. We therefore need to determine the projections
that maximise the variance.
Writing the projections as
T = Pw (6.1)
















where V is the covariance matrix. We want to chose a −→w to maximise σ2−→w under
the condition that −→w is a unit vector, −→w .−→w = 1. For this purpose, we look at
constrained optimisation using the Lagrange multiplier.
Here, we want to maximise Equation (6.5) with the constraint g (−→w ) = −→w .−→w =
c = 1. Re-arranging the constraint
g (−→w )− c = 0. (6.6)
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Adding the Lagrange variable L to the problem leads to
L (−→w ,λ) = f (w)− λ (g (w)− c) (6.7)
where f (−→w ) equates Equation (6.5). This is the new objective function that we
diﬀerentiate with respect to −→w
∂L







∂−→w = 0 = 2Vw − 2λw (6.9)
Vw = λw. (6.10)
The above expression is recognised as the eigenvector equation where w is the
eigenvector and λ the corresponding eigenvalue. The desired vector w is the eigen-
vectors of the covariance matrix V and the maximising vector wk will be the one
associated to the largest eigenvalue λk. The remaining eigenvectors with their as-
sociated eigenvalues are the other principal components of the data. It is worth
noting that, eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other, therefore fulfilling the re-
quirement of orthogonality of principal components.
Data Compression Using PCA
Now that a method for computing principal components is outlined, we show how
they can be used for data compression. Consider Equation (6.1), rewritten below
for convenience
T = Pw
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that transforms a data matrix of m variables to a new orthogonal subspace of
uncorrelated values. However, not all principal components need to be kept. Re-
taining only the first L principal components, gives the truncated projection
TL = PwL (6.11)
where matrix TL has n rows but only L columns instead of a the full n×m matrix.
This way we have reduced the size of the transformation, though retaining much
of the variance σ2w. To retrieve the original data we do a matrix manipulation
P = w−1L TL (6.12)
or
P = wTLTL (6.13)
since w is a positive definite matrix.
Using the reduced transformation TL it is possible to reduce a multivariable data
analysis problem to a smaller case. Another important and relevant advantage of
PCA is the ability to retrieve the original data from the reduced transformation
with much of the original information intact. This is used when transferring data
over a limited connection. We can send over a smaller packet of data and retrieve
by matrix manipulations the original data, or most of the original data, at the
other end.
We support this claim by help of an example on image compression. Consider
Figure 6.2. This image is of size 240 × 320 in a double precision representation.
Transferring this image over a 250kBps transfer rate takes 2.45 seconds. Figure 6.3
shows the retrieved image after applying data reduction by PCA to the original
image using Equation (6.13). We show this for 4 diﬀerent numbers of principal
components. It is clear how the number of principal components aﬀects how much
of the original data is recovered. Obviously, using the entire set of principal com-
ponents will recover all of the original data, but this is not required.
Refer to the bottom right hand side image in Figure 6.3 retrieved using 50 principal
components from a total of 320. Visually, it is similar to the original image with
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Figure 6.2: Example image for compression.
comparatively low noise. Using just 50 principal components we retain 97% of the
variance of the image data. In terms of communication costs, by applying PCA
we get two matrices, TL and wL and a vector of row means required to make
the data zero mean. Transferring this over the same transfer rate takes only 1.09
seconds, which is over 50% less compared to transferring the original data. At
the other end, retrieving the original data from the reduced data only requires a
matrix transpose and multiplication.
Principal components used: 0 Principal components used: 10
Principal components used: 30 Principal components used: 50
Figure 6.3: Image retrieval of Figure 6.2 for varying number of principal com-
ponents.
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6.2.2 Application to Image Features Descriptors
Inspired by how PCA can be applied to image compression and how the image
can be consequently retrieved, we implement it on image features ”descriptors”.
Considering a cooperative scenario where feature data is to be transferred between
autonomous platforms reconstructing a scene, this can greatly reduce load on the
communication bandwidth. Yet, we still need the retrieved features to be distinct
enough to produce accurate correspondences between scenes.
We compare matching precision of descriptors between overlapping images before
and after PCA and compare data communication costs of transferring them be-
tween platforms.
Features are extracted and described using Harris feature detection and 1SD de-
scription (Chapter 3). The technique is applicable to any type of descriptor. The
descriptors are then compressed with PCA with a limited number of components
and then retrieved. We develop an iterative technique to automatically decide on
how many principal components to use based on a variance ratio.
Determining Number of Principal Components
Consider a matrix P where columns are components of a descriptor and the rows
are a number image features x. We are using 1SD, so the descriptor will have 128
elements for each feature. This means a matrix of size x×128. Applying PCA will
result in a 128 × 128 matrix of eigenvectors w and 128 eigenvalues λ. Arranging
λ in descending order, the top L number will capture most of the variance of the
descriptor data for the image, resulting in L principle components.
We propose an iterative technique that determines L automatically to capture 95%
of the variance. Algorithm 6.1 gives the necessary steps to compute the required
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number of principle components.
Algorithm 6.1: Automatic algorithm to determine number of principal compo-
nents needed to capture 95% of the variance of descriptor data for given features
of an image.
objective: Determine number of principal components required to capture 95%
of the variance of descriptor data for given features of an image;
input : A matrix of descriptors P where the columns are components of a
descriptor and the rows are image features x;
algorithm:
Compute row mean p˜ of P;
Solve P0 = P - p˜ ;
Compute covariance matrix V of P0;
Determine eigenspace of V by solving Vw = λw;
Order λ in descending order and sum over λ giving λs;
Initialise λa = 0;
for L = 1:length(λ) do




if σ2ratio ≥ 0.95 then
Break;
Using the above algorithm, we retain only L principal components of data P from
Equation (6.11). This results in a compression of the descriptor data that we can
send over a communication channel with less cost than the original data.
Experimental analysis Here, we compare performance of original image fea-
ture descriptors to retrieved descriptors after PCA using Equation (6.13). We test
performance over a number of image sets given in Figure 6.4, comparing match-
ing precision and memory requirements. The size of descriptors from both images
of an image set are summed representing memory requirements before PCA. The
memory requirements after PCA are also summed over the set but include wL, TL
and p˜ which is the row norm of P. The results are given in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Image set used to compare matching precision of descriptors before
and after data compression with PCA.













1 0.55 0.55 388.02 285.4
2 0.89 0.86 1266.46 846.80
3 0.52 0.39 449.53 382.71
4 0.77 0.71 474.11 318.81
5 0.91 0.88 326.65 259.59
6 0.96 0.94 1051.64 765.04
7 0.77 0.70 433.15 394.45
8 0.90 0.82 306.17 201.67
9 0.35 0.34 1920.00 1069.27
10 0.90 0.84 333.8 244.00
Table 6.1: Results from matching precision and data compression in kB of
descriptor data of image sequences given in Figure 6.4.
From tabulated data in Table 6.1, we can see that applying PCA to descriptors
does not greatly aﬀect their matching precision. From tested images, an average
decrease in precision is just over 6%. On average, we get data compression of
more than 31% after PCA. This equates to 31% less time to transfer the data.
Pitted against decrease in precision, the benefits of PCA in terms of communica-
tion costs makes it an eﬀective solution. Interesting to note, transferring all the
feature data of the test image set before PCA takes 27 seconds over a 256 kBps
connection, whereas it takes only 18 seconds transferring data from PCA over the
same connection.
6.3 Merging Reconstructions from 2 Platforms
As we are considering three platforms surveying and reconstructing a scene, we
need to devise a method to merge the reconstructions together. We propose a
solution for reconstructing three images at a time, one from each platform and then
merging them together. For this purpose, we introduce the trifocal tensor which
is similar to the fundamental matrix, but is instead suitable for three overlapping
views. Before introducing the tensor we give reasons for its use.
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Why Use the Trifocal Tensor ?
Here we motivate the use of the tensor. Considering three views at a time, there
exist in general two ways to compute the reconstruction of a scene. Both require
determining the camera matrices for each view which are determined from the
fundamental matrix F. The first way is to take two images at a time and compute
F between each image and consequently the camera matrices using camera resec-
tioning [24, 55, 101]. This technique however requires that the three fundamental
matrices are compatible, i.e., the camera matrices are non-collinear. The condition






where e are the epipoles and T is a transpose.
In case the above condition is not met, a least-squares solution will be required,
which is only suitable for compatible camera matrices [24]. This, however, is not
the case for the tensor. It has no issues with collinearity of the camera matrices
and can determine a unique solution for them from three overlapping views. Since
we are considering freely moving platforms, cameras occupying the same plane is
a possibility and therefore the tensor is the best solution to handle image triplets.
6.3.1 Trifocal Tensor based Reconstruction
The trifocal tensor (T ) encapsulates geometric relations between three views that
are independent of scene structure [24]. It can relate points and lines in two views
to corresponding points and lines in a third view. The tensor depends on motion
and internal parameters of the camera but can also be calculated using feature
correspondences as will be shown [149].
Let the camera matrices for three views, as shown in Figure 6.5, be P = [I|0],
P
￿
= [A|a4] and P￿ = [B|b4], where A and B are 3 × 3 matrices and the vectors
ai and bi are the i-th columns of the respective camera matrices for i = 1...4. The
trifocal tensor is then given by















Ti = aibT4 − a4bTi . (6.15)
Without knowing the camera’s internal parameters, we can determine T by ex-
ploiting 1 of 5 trifocal incidence relations [24]. These incidence relations, also
known as the triliniearities, are conditions which a tensor must satisfy. They in-
clude correspondences between points and lines, points and points and lines and
lines. Here, we exploit the relationship between points and points in three views,















where x is a feature in one image, x
￿
is a feature in a second image and x
￿￿
is
a feature in the third image. How to estimate T using this expression is given
shortly.
Retrieving the Camera Matrices
We can retrieve the camera matrices from the trifocal tensor up to a projective
ambiguity, as in the case for the fundamental matrix. The first camera is chosen
as P = [I|0]. The second and third camera matrices are expressed as

























are epipoles in the second and third image. Let ui and vi be the








= [v1,v2,v3] = 0 (6.20)
Computating T
Since the trifocal tensor has 3 indices, it is conveniently represented in tensor
notation instead of standard matrix notation. Please refer to [24] for a quick
tutorial on tensor notation.





i = 0 (6.21)
where Ti is i-th tensor and ￿ is a tensor representing vector product. This expres-
sion is of the form Ct, where t is a 27 element vector of entries of the tensor. Since
T has 27 entries, a minimum of 26 equations are required to solve for t up to scale.
In constructing Ct = 0 from Equation (6.21), it is not necessary to use the com-
plete set of equations for each correspondence, since not all are linearly indepen-
dent. All choices of s and t in Equation (6.21) lead to a set of 9 equations, of
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which only 4 are linearly independent. These maybe obtained by choosing two
values each for s and t.
For a given choice of s and t, Equation (6.21) can be expanded as (an example





￿￿mT jlk − x
￿jx





when i, j ￿= s and l,m ￿= t. Setting j = m = 3 and letting i, l = 1, 2 gives four
diﬀerent equations in terms of the observed image feature coordinates.
We require at least 7 feature correspondences across three views to estimate the
tensor. It is also important that the geometric constraint T jkI = a
j
ie
￿￿k − e￿jbki is
enforced. Algorithm 6.2 gives the general algorithm to compute a geometrically
valid tensor.
Algorithm 6.2: Computing the trifocal tensor minimising algebraic error.
objective: Given a set of feature correspondence in three views, compute the
trifocal tensor;






From set of feature correspondences determine set of equations of the form
At = 0;
Solve At = 0 using SVD;




from T jki ;
Construct a 27× 18 matrix E such that t = Ea where t consists of the entries of




i , and where E represents
T jkI = a
j
ie
￿￿k − e￿jbki ;
Solve the minimisation problem: minimise ||AEa|| subject to ||Ea|| = 1.
Example results We show an example reconstructing three views using the
trifocal tensor. We use Algorithm 6.2 to estimate T and retrieve the camera
matrices using Equations (6.17) and (6.17). Reconstruction is then performed
from triangulation as in Chapter 5.
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3D point 2D feature points
Figure 6.6: Form of the Jacobian matrix for three camera matrices, as in the
case for the trifocal tensor, 4 feature correspondences across three views and 4
3D points.
Furthermore, we perform bundle adjustment BA to optimise the camera matrices,
feature points and reconstructed points using non-linear optimisation. We have
previously used BA for optimising estimates of the 2D homography in Chapter 3

































Figure 6.6 shows the structure of the Jacobian matrix J used. The form consists
of the 3 cameras, as is the case with the tensor, four feature points from each
image and therefore four 3D points. The parameters of the camera matrices are
independent of the other camera matrices, the 3D points are independent of each
other but depend on the features and the feature points are only dependent on
themselves.
Figure 6.7 gives the example image triplet used to estimate the trifocal tensor. It
also shows common features between images used to estimate the tensor. They are
Harris features matched using 2SD plus RanSaC for outlier removal. Figure 6.8
gives the projection of the common features in 3D space from the camera matrices
extracted from the tensor. The red circles are optimised points and black dots is
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Figure 6.7: Image set used to reconstruct scene given in Figure 6.8.
the original unoptimised data. Figure 6.9 gives the average reprojection error from
which it can be seen that by doing BA, global error is reduced.
Figure 6.10 gives another example of scene reconstruction from three views given
in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.12 gives the global error which is reduced by 8% after BA.
























Figure 6.8: Points reconstructed in 3D from camera matrices obtained from
the trifocal tensor applied to images in Figure 6.7. Red circles show optimised














Figure 6.9: Comparing average reprojection error of reconstruction of images
in Figure 6.7. A diﬀerence of more than 17% is observed.
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Figure 6.10: Image set used to reconstruct scene given in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Points reconstructed in 3D from camera matrices obtained from
the trifocal tensor applied to images in Figure 6.10. Red circles show optimised
points and black points show unoptimised points.













Figure 6.12: Comparing average reprojection error of reconstruction of images
in Figure 6.10. A diﬀerence of more than 8% is observed.
6.3.2 Merging 2 Trifocal Reconstructions
After getting two scene reconstructions from a tensor each, we need a way to merge
them. We do this by determining the projective transformation between the two
reconstructions in 3-space. This transformation is similar to a 2D homography
but is instead applied to 3D points. As such, it is estimated using corresponding
points between the two 3D scenes. Therefore, before merging the scenes together,
we need to determine the corresponding points between the scenes.
3D Scene Correspondence
We achieve this correspondence in the 2D space, i.e., the image planes between the
image sets. Consider that we have two sets of three images each as given in Figure
6.13. Here features in between sets are matched. We facilitate this matching by
using colour coding of features introduced in Chapter 3: only features with the
same colour code between the sets is considered for a match. This increases speed




Figure 6.13: Harris feature matching using inter-image homography. The
inter-image homographies are used to project features into the other views to get
matches.
and reduces chances of false matches as was shown. Furthermore, it helps in easy
management of features.
After establishing inter set matches, we determine which image between the sets
has the most matches with the corresponding image in the other set. In the illus-
tration in Figure 6.13 it is the first image of each set. Since we apply RanSaC for
outlier removal, we have the inter image homographies H between the images of
each individual set, e.g. H12. Using this we can propagate the inter set matches
into the remaining images of each set. This is more clear from Figure 6.13 where
matches given in red are established using inter image homographies. We need
these matches to relate similar points in the 3-space after triangulation to deter-
mine the 3D homographic transformation between the two scene reconstructions.
Experimental analysis Figure 6.14 shows two image sets of image triples which
are matched using the above described technique. In this example, the first images
of each set produce the most matches, so we will use features from these images
and propagate them into the remaining two images. The total number of image
features used is shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.14: Example matches between two sets with three images each. Be-
tween sets matching is done with help from feature clustering based on colour
codes.
Figure 6.16 shows the reconstruction of the scene given in Figure 6.14 from the two
sets of three images each solved using the tensor. Notice the similarity of the recon-
struction but the obvious change in axis. We wish to merge these reconstructions
together. This is accomplished using a transformation
X2 = VX1 (6.24)
where V is a 4 × 4 matrix of projective transformation and X2 and X1 are 3D
points in homogenous coordinates for set 1 and 2 respectively.
Since we know the matching points in 2D between the sets from Figure 6.15, this
transformation can be estimated. Re-arranging (6.24) and assembling in design
matrix of the form Cv = 0 where vector v contains parameters of V we can solve
for it using SVD.
From V , we can merge the two scenes together shown in Figure 6.17. Notice the
axis are similar and relative distances are low. A mean value can be taken between
corresponding points to get a single 3D point.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.15: Showing matched features between images of each set (a) and (b).





































































Figure 6.17: Merged scene from two trifocal tensor based reconstructions. Red
is set 1, black is set 2. Notice same axis.
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6.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a couple of tools to assist in cooperative 3D scene
reconstruction. Firstly, we have introduced a feature compression technique based
on PCA which compresses descriptors to be transferred over a communication
link. These can then be retrieved up to a required variance and matched. We have
shown that for up to 95 % variance retention the descriptors perform similarly to
the original descriptors but with an average 31 % lesser communication cost. We
have also developed an iterative technique to determine the number of principal
components required to compress the data.
Secondly, we have introduced a technique to merge two 3D scene reconstructions
together. This is based on the trifocal tensor which reconstructs 3 images at a time.
Considering three platforms taking one image at a time, we develop a technique
to match between two time stamps of images, reconstruct them and then finally
merge them together.
These methods show promising results but require further investigation. Moreover,
the techniques presented here form a fascinating avenue for future work.

7Conclusions & Future Work
7.1 Summary
This thesis has investigated robust and fast methods for 2D and 3D image mo-
saicing to increase information content of images. Mosaicing is underlined by the
process of image registration which relates one image to another overlapping im-
age. A significant portion of the contributions of this thesis are devoted to solving
the image registration problem from image feature based methods. We contribute
to two main aspects of image registration, namely feature description and match-
ing and robust estimation of inter-image transformations. Another avenue of work
included in the thesis, is i n the 3D domain. This includes, an IMU assisted feature
matching technique and semi-dense projective 3D scene reconstruction using ho-
mographic lines. Additionally, we have introduced novel methods for cooperative
image mosaicing. These, we set as a subject for extension of the work of this thesis.
Feature Description and Matching - Chapter 3
After identifying image feature based methods as an ideal solution for image regis-
tration, we have contributed to improve feature description and matching. Firstly
we have examined two feature description techniques, namely intensity vectors
and distribution based descriptors. From these, the distribution based descriptor
performs the best. They are more robust to changes noise, though less distinctive.
To overcome this issue, we have developed a novel two signature descriptor. It
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combines the robustness of histograms with the distinctive power of colour. Ex-
periments show an average of 20% increase in precision compared to the SIFT like
descriptor.
We have also invented a novel feature clustering technique based on six colour
codes that allows precise and fast feature matching by reducing the search region
for locating candidate matches. Example tests on real world images show a 5 times
increase in matching speed.
Robust Homography Estimation - Chapter 4
To estimate inter-image homography H between the images, we have introduced
robust filter based techniques that take into account feature location uncertainty.
They also allow us to track changing parameters of H. These filters can be used
in real time cooperative image mosaicing, where optimal transformation between
mobile platforms is likely to change due to motion.
We have developed a novel way to reduce feature location uncertainty by applying
information fusion on features from three channels of an RGB image. This is done
using covariance intersection and is shown to reduce error covariances of features
and give better results for the inter-image homography of real world overlapping
images.
The error location information is recast into a new H∞ filter exploiting the L∞
norm that takes into account system modelling uncertainty to estimate H. Results
from numerous examples show that this filter is capable of accurately estimating
geometric and photometric transformations between images. Furthermore, it out-
performs, in terms of results and computational cost, the expensive non-linear
optimisation techniques, i.e., Levenberg-Marquardt.
Rapid 3D Scene Reconstruction - Chapter 5
An IMU assisted feature matching technique is developed that isolates the area of
overlap of camera views and projects them on to the image plane. This reduces the
search region in which to look for candidate matches resulting in less false matches
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and faster matching of features. This technique is a good tool in cooperative
mosaicing but requires IMU data. Since most autonomous devices are installed
with IMUs for navigation, this is not a hindrance.
A semi-dense 3D scene reconstruction algorithm is presented that uses homo-
graphic lines to establish pixel correspondences. This is instead of rectifying the
images and gives good results. We have also applied Delaunay triangulation on
the reconstruction to fill in any empty spaces in the visualisation.
Cooperative Mosaicing Methods - Chapter 6
New methods for cooperative mosaicing are introduced. These include feature de-
scription compression using PCA that allows to reduce the communication costs
of transferring descriptors from one platform to another yet still maintaining com-
parable matching precision. Additionally, we have introduced a scenario of coop-
erative mosaicing in 3-space that registers image between three platforms for three
images at a time. To this end, we used the trifocal tensor capable of handling
three images at a time giving a broader view of the scene. These methods are to
to be investigated further, topics for which are introduced in the next section.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Whilst most of the objectives set out in the beginning of this thesis have been
tackled, there are still avenues for future work that can extend the topic of single
and cooperative 2D/3D image mosaicing.
We have already introduced a couple of methods in Chapter 6 to be investigated
further. An extension of the work in this chapter would be to test trifocal based
scene reconstruction including feature communication on ground platforms in real
time. Additionally, it will be interesting to see how feature location uncertainty,
as tackled for homography estimation in Chapter 4, aﬀects the results.
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The homographic line based reconstruction in Chapter 5 can be extended to work
with more than two images, therefore giving a bigger reconstruction. Additionally,
other meshing techniques based on square or hexagonal meshes can be tested.
It will be interesting to use image mosaics separated in time for change detection.
This will include identifying changes in the scene and additionally can be extended
to categorise the changes into objects of interests.
Using image mosaics, not only for surveillance, but also as cues for navigation
is another interesting extension of this work. When building mosaics, real world
positions of objects or the platform can be retained which can be later used to
guide a robot surveying the same environment. As an example, this can be done
to look for objects of interests.
Frameworks for cooperative behaviour of platforms can also be looked at. For
example, how platforms will share information and how it all will be managed.
This can be done with either a centralised framework or a decentralised approach
where each platform is given limited autonomy.
Although a few of the algorithms included in the thesis are written in C/C++
code it would be ideal to implement all algorithms developed in thesis to this
programming language for real time capability.
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Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) is an iterative technique that finds the local minima of
a function that is expressed as the sum of squares of several non-linear, real-valued
functions. It is now a standard technique for nonlinear least-squares problems,
widely adopted for dealing with data fitting applications. LM can be thought of
as a combination of steepest descent and the Gauss-Newton method. When the
solution is far from a local minimum, the algorithm behaves like a steepest descent
method: slow, but guaranteed to converge. When the current solution is close to a
local minimum, it becomes a Gauss-Newton method and exhibits fast convergence
[150, 151].
Let ζ be a function that maps a parameter vector τ ￿ Rm to a measurement vector
πˆ = ζ (τ), πˆ ￿Rn. Initial estimates for τ0 and π are provided and the vector τ ∗ that
best satisfies ζ locally, i.e., minimises the squared dtistance εT ε with ε = π − πˆ
for all τ . The basis of the LM algorithm is a linear approximation of ζ in the
neighbourhood of τ . Denoting by J the Jacobian matrix ∂ζ(τ)∂τ , a Taylor series
expansion for a small |||δτ | gives,
ζ (τ + δτ ) ≈ ζ (τ) + Jδτ . (A.1)
LM is iterative. Initiated at τ0, it produces a series of vectors that converge to a
local minimiser τ ∗ of ζ. Hence, at each iteration, it is required to find the step δτ
that minimises the quantity
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||π − ζ (τ + δτ ) || ≈ ||π − ζ (τ) + Jδτ || = ||ε− Jδτ || (A.2)
The wanted δp is the solution to a linear least squares problem: the minimum is
attained when Jδτ − ε is orthogonal to the column space of J. This yields the δτ
as the solution of the normal equations:
JTJδp = J
T ε. (A.3)
The LM method actually solves a variation of the above equation,
Nδτ = J
T ε, withN ≡ JTJ + µI and µ > 0, (A.4)
where I is the identity matrix. The strategy of altering the diagonal elements
of JTJ is called damping and µ refers to the damping parameter. It allows LM
to alternate between a slow descent approach when it is far from the minimum
by increasing µ and a fast, quadratic convergence when being near the minimum’s
neighbourhood by decreasing it. In each iteration of LM µ is adjusted as to achieve
the best possible update δτ . An eﬃcient update strategy for updating the damping
step is given in [152].
Following we have included a brief description of the LM algorithm, Algorithm
A.1.
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Algorithm A.1: Pseudo code for Levenberg-Marquardt
input : A vector function ζ : Rm → Rn with n ≥ m, a measurement vector
π ￿ Rn and an initial parameters estimate τ ￿ Rm
output: A vector τ ∗ ￿ Rm minimising ||π − ζ (τ) ||
algorithm:
i:= 0; v:= 2; τ := τ0 ;
A:= JTJ; ετ := π − ζ (τ); g:= JTετ ;
stop:= ;
while not stop and i < imax do
i:= i+1;
repeat
Solve (A + µI) δτ = g ;
if ||δτ || ≤ ε2||τ || then
stop:= true;
else
τnew := τ + δtau ;





if ρ ¿ 0;
then τ = τnew ;
A:= JTJ; ετ := π − ζ (τ); g:= JT ετ ;
stop:= (||g||∞ ≤ ε1) ;




µ := µ× v; v:= 2×v ;
until p¿0 or (stop);
τ ∗ := τ ;

BExploiting Trilinear Relations
As an example we extract a trilinearity from Equation (6.22) given in Chapter 6,
which can be used to estimate the trifocal tensor. Equation (6.22) is reproduced















T qri = 0. (B.2)
Please refer to [24] for a tutorial on tensor notation.
The above equation is a trilinear relation. ”Tri” since every monomial involves a
coordinate from each of the three image elements involved. We get 9 trilinearities
from Equation (B.2) from three choices of s and t but only four of these are linearly
independent and can be used to estimate the trifocal tensor.
For example, choosing two values each for s and t as 1 and 2, we get 4 trilinear






















where j, q = 1, 2 and 3. This is a horizontal line in the second view through x
￿
.
The above expression is obtained from the Levi-Civita permutation [24]. Similarly,
choosing t = 2 in the third view results in a vertical line through x
￿￿
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i = 0. (B.5)










i = 0 (B.6)
where la is the ath value of l. Substituting values and rewriting
xi
￿









This expression is a trilinearity, one of nine possible trilinearities. Using four such
expressions, we can estimate the trifocal tensor.
